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1 Introduction
Personal view
Since I heard about quantum physics during the rst semester
of my university studies I was both intrigued and charmed.
Rumors about "the electron which can interfere with itself
while passing through two holes" and "wave functions which
"feel" each other in spite of the barrier" caught my imagination
and inamed me with interest. Probably, it was just the childish
wish of wonder, but this fascination played a good trick on me.
When I was suggested to work in the area of superconductivity,
and later - superconducting ux quantum bits, I agreed without
doubting. And then the story began.
My experience of superconducting quantum bits started with
the fabrication of ux qubits and took the main part (about
65 %) of my time. Sub-micron rings interrupted with 3 Josephson junctions can be easily drawn on the paper but need quite
a number of exact parameters being adjusted during fabrication steps such as spin-coating, lithography, developing, argon
cleaning, two-angle shadow evaporation, lift o and other techniques. Then the second layer of abstraction comes. In this
aluminum ring, after it becomes superconducting, and in the
presence of the external magnetic eld, which is quantized in
the loop, two currents appear. These currents ow in opposite
directions and exist simultaneously but have dierent proba-
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bility of presence. I remember how we argued until we lost our
voices - are they blinking or just owing one through another
smoothly? But this is quantum mechanics, could we imagine
it at all with an everyday experience based on our imperfect
senses?
Now, moving towards the more theoretical introduction, in
ux qubits we have a double-well potential (how it appears
will be discussed in Chap. 2). The system has two stable
states at the bottom of these energy wells which are associated
with the positive and negative persistent currents circulating
in the loop and named persistent current states. Due to the
tunneling through the barrier, which separates the two potential
minima, the persistent current states form a symmetrical and
anti-symmetrical superposition with an energy gap ∆. The
superpositions mentioned above are named ground |gi and
excited |ei states of a ux qubit. And then the last level of
abstraction comes: while a state of an ordinary bit is either 0
or 1, a qubit can be in an arbitrary superposition a|0i + b|1i,
where |0i and |1i are referred to the ground and excited ux
qubit states, respectively, and a and b are complex numbers.
This opens breathtaking possibilities of information encoding!
There are a lot of possibilities to realize qubits. For example,
photons [1], electron spins [2], nuclear spins [3], trapped ions
[4] or NV centers in diamonds (nitrogen-vacancy centers) [5]
could be operated as qubits in experiments. However, the most
promising concept nowadays to create qubits for quantum computation is based on electrical circuits made of superconducting
materials. In contrast to other approaches, they are scalable
and their parameters are easy to control.
Now let us consider the scientic motivation of this thesis.

2
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Scientic motivation
My exact task was to fabricate and measure hybrid Nb/Al ux
qubits with SFS π -junctions - Nb/Cu0.47 Ni0.53 /Nb trilayers
with magnetic properties.
Two-angle evaporation process has been successfully used for
a variety of superconducting qubit types [6, 7] (charge, ux,
transmon, uxonium, etc.) and appears to be most suitable
for obtaining well-dened sub-micron Al/AlOx /Al Josephson
junctions with reliable characteristics and low density of microscopic two-level defects in the oxide tunnel barrier [8, 9].
While niobium serves as the base material for most of conventional superconducting circuits employing Nb/AlOx /Nb
Josephson junctions, quantum coherence times of Nb-based
qubits [10, 11, 12] are signicantly shorter than those of their
Al-based counterparts. Aluminum superconducting ux qubits
can be made very compact, while well-controlled sizes of Josephson junctions insured by two-angle evaporation make it possible
engineering qubit potential with precisely dened parameters
[13].
The magnetic bias used to drive the ux qubit to its working
point is a source of signicant noise, leading to dephasing. The
ux qubit has the most favorable operation point of minimal
dephasing corresponding to the magnetic ux threading its loop
of about Φ0 /2, where Φ0 is the magnetic ux quantum. In order
to reduce the eects of external magnetic noise, it was proposed
to avoid magnetic biasing by using the so-called π -junction in
the qubit loop [14, 15]. The most reliable and well-established
process of implementing π -junctions relies on Nb-based technology of superconductor-ferromagnet-superconductor (SFS)
Josephson junctions [16]. The conventional fabrication process
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of π -junctions is based on the depositing of an SFS Nb/CuNi/Nb
trilayer, forming the junction, followed by depositing the upper
Nb wiring [16]. A π -junction in the superconducting loop having large enough critical current acts as a phase battery which
biases the loop such that the phase shift on the junction is π
[17]. The eect of such a phase shifter is equivalent to applying
ux of Φ0 /2 through the loop [17, 18]. SFS phase shifters have
been already successfully implemented in Nb-based phase qubit
circuits [19], but not yet used with ux qubits.
A complication arising along this development is due to
two completely separated and not compatible technological
steps, rst one for making relatively large SFS Nb/CuNi/Nb
junctions, followed by another process of manufacturing more
fragile sub-micron Al/AlOx /Al junctions needed for highlycoherent ux qubits. Aluminum two-angle evaporation is done
in a separate setup, and pre-fabricated Nb structure is exposed
to air under which natural oxide NbOx is formed on Nb surface.
This complication makes the implementation of the SFS π junction in the Al ux qubit loop challenging and requires
removing the NbOx completely before the deposition of Al part
of the ux qubit.
In this thesis, we present a fabrication and current-voltage
measurements of Al/AlOx /Al Josephson junctions deposited
on Nb pads. Before deposition of Al, the unwanted NbOx
on the surface of Nb is etched down in-situ by using the Ar
directed beam. The described technology gives a possibility of
combining a variety of Nb-based superconducting circuits, like
π -junction phase-shifters [19], with sub-micron Al/AlOx /Al
junctions fabricated with the help of the standard double-angle
evaporation technique. Using this approach, we fabricated
hybrid Nb/Al ux qubits with and without the SFS π -junctions.
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For characterization of qubits, we employ the readout for ux
qubits by measuring a dispersive shift of a λ/4 resonator coupled
to the qubit. We study dispersive magnetic eld response of
these qubits as well as their spectroscopy characteristic.

Thesis outlook
The operation regime of ux qubits and basics of the theory
of π -junctions are summarized in the second chapter. This
chapter would be useful for an unprepared reader in order to
understand the logic of the experiment.
In the third chapter, the fabrication procedure developed for
obtaining electronically transparent contact between Nb and
Al parts of the Al/Nb hybrid ux qubit circuits is explained.
The necessary fabrication steps and lists of optimized process
parameters are included so that one could use it later as a help
for his own challenges.
At last, the measurement setups and measurements which
conrm qubit behavior in the fabricated samples and the obtained results are presented in the forth and discussed in the
fth chapters. The spectroscopy plots and the method to distinguish a ux qubit with a π -junction from a ux qubit without
a π -junction are also discussed.
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and π -junctions
This chapter reviews the basics of superconductivity and Josephson eects, because in order to understand the behavior of a
hybrid ux qubit with a π -junction, we have to analyze its
elements.
Energy spectrum and dynamics of a ux qubit under an external microwave drive will also be discussed, as well as sources
of decoherence. Interaction of a ux qubit with a resonator
will be considered from the quantum point of view, explaining underlying principles of a dispersive readout measurement
scheme. Finally, a short insight in the nature of ferromagnetic materials will help us to understand a π -junction working
principle, which will be the last building block of our system.

2.1 Superconductivity and Josephson
eect
2.1.1 Superconductivity
In the year 1911 in Leiden laboratory, Holland, KammerlingOnnes found out that the resistance of mercury drops dramatically under a temperature of about 4 K and stays undetectable
down to the possible reachable temperatures [20]. Now we
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know, that the resistance is not noticeable down to the value of
10−24 Ohm·cm. For comparison, the specic resistance of pure
copper is about 10−9 Ohm·cm. The phenomenon was named as
superconductivity, the materials which showed such a behavior
- superconductors, and the temperature under which the superconducting state is detected - a critical temperature. Every
superconductor has its own critical temperature, for niobium
(Nb) it is around 9 K, for aluminum (Al) it is approximately
1.2 K.
In 1926 Albert Einstein posed a remarkable question [21]:
" Of particular interest is the question whether a link between
two superconductors also turns superconducting."
Then it was investigated in details in 1962 by Brian Josephson
[22, 23] and experimentally proved in 1963 by P. Anderson and
J. Rowell that superconductivity is a quantum phenomena
[24]. The experiment was performed on two superconducting
materials, tin (Sn) and lead (Pb), interrupted by a weak link,
originally a thin layer of insulating oxide. It was found out, that
the current lower than some critical value Ic can ow through
this system without any dissipation. The explanation is based
on the fact, that the superconducting state of a metal is the
state where electrons form a Bose-condensate and are described
by a common wave function, called the superconducting order
parameter:
Ψi = Ψ0 expiΘi ,
(2.1)
where Θi is the phase of a wave function of superconducting
electrons, and Ψ0 is its amplitude.
If we consider two superconducting materials and connect
them through a weak link, for certain parameter of weakness
we can obtain an overlap of the wave functions of electrons.

8
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The density of the superconducting current, which ows due to
this eect, is determined by a phase gradient ψ on the junction:

ψ = Θ1 − Θ2 ,

(2.2)

where Θ1 is the phase of the order parameter of the rst material,
and Θ2 of the second one.

2.1.2 Josephson eects
Brian Josephson in [22, 23] wrote that the superconducting
current in the tunnel junction described above can be expressed
by
I = Ic sin ψ,
(2.3)
where Ic is the maximum of a non-dissipative current, named
the critical current. The expression (2.3) is called the rst
Josephson equation. If the current through the junction exceeds Ic , we obtain a voltage drop across the junction and
the Josephson generation according to the second Josephson
equation:
∂ψ
2eV = ~ ,
(2.4)
∂t
where e is the electron charge, V is the drop of the voltage
across the Josephson junction, ~ is the Plank constant. If we
consider the energy which is stored in the junction, using (2.3)
and (2.4) from
Z t
E=
IV dt
(2.5)
0

we will get

E = EJ (1 − cos ψ)

(2.6)
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where

EJ = ~Ic /2e = Φ0 Ic /2π

(2.7)

is the Josephson energy - the maximum value of the junction
energy reduction due to the weak link between the superconducting materials. Here Φ0 = h/2e is the magnetic ux quantum. In fact, a Josephson junction is a non-linear inductance
which stores energy during the change of the current through
it.
There are a lot of types of structures with weak links nanobridges, point contacts and tunnel junctions. The tunnel
junctions can consist of superconductors with a variety of number and type of materials in between. In this thesis we will focus
on Al/AlOx /Al Josephson junctions. AlOx can be naturally
formed on the Al surface and then covered by the second Al
layer during the same evaporation process without breaking up
the setup vacuum. This gives the opportunity to obtain high
quality Josephson junctions with reproducible current-voltage
characteristics, having a minimum number of fabrication steps:
spin-coating, lithography, evaporation and lift o. Therefore
this kind of junctions is very attractive for building of quantum
integrated circuits on the base of superconducting quantum
bits. The example of an Al Josephson junction is depicted in
Fig. 2.1.

2.1.3 RCSJ model of a Josephson junction
The Josephson junction can be modeled by the equivalent
electrical circuit which includes a parallel combination of a
resistance, a capacitance and a non-linear Josephson element,
illustrated in Fig. 2.2.
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Al
Josephson
junction

500 nm

Figure 2.1:

MMA
undercut
signs

Al

SEM picture of an Al/AlOx /Al Josephson junction.

The resistive part represents the shunting resistance of the
junction, the Josephson element behaves according to the equation (2.3) and the capacitance C is dened by the capacitance
of the overlapping electrodes of the tunnel junction. Besides
the Josephson energy (2.7) we should also take into account the
charging energy of the junction:

EC =

e2
2C

(2.8)

where e is the charge of the electron [25].

2.2 Flux quantization
In the year 1933 Meissner and Ochsenfeld [26] published the results on their experiments about superconductors in a magnetic
eld. They observed that the magnetic eld in a bulk superconductor remains always equal to zero and doesn't depend on
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R

Is

C

Ic

Equivalent circuit model of a Josephson junction. The
cross marks the non-linear Josephson element, R and C represent the
inner resistance and capacitance of the junction.

Figure 2.2:

switching on the magnetic eld before or after crossing of the
critical temperature point. We will use this statement in order
to explain ux quantization. At the moment the penetration
depth of the superconductor, mixed state and vortexes will be
neglected.
Let us consider a closed cylinder-like hole in a superconductor
(see Fig. 2.3). Let us now put it into the magnetic eld and cool
it down to the critical temperature so that the normal metalsuperconductor transition occurs. Now the magnetic eld will
be displaced from the body of the superconductor and some
frozen magnetic ux remains in the hole.
Now we introduce a contour Y which is situated inside the
superconductor around the hole as it is depicted in Fig. 2.3 on
the distance much larger then the screening length λ.
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superconductor
Y
d

H

dl

A cylindrical hole in the superconductor. The path Y
goes in the superconductor material on the distance much larger than
the screening length.
Figure 2.3:

For the path integral around the hole we can obtain an
expression using the generalized equation of F. London [20]:
I
I
h
5θdl =
Adl,
(2.9)
2e Y
Y
where A is the vector potential, θ is the phase dierence of the
wave function around the contour
H Y, and l is the length of the
path. Taking into account that Y Adl = Φ we can derive

I
5θdl.

Φ = (Φ0 /2π)

(2.10)

Y

The wave function (2.1) should be univocal, that is why the last
integral should be equal to 2πn, and nally we get

Φ = nΦ0 ,

(2.11)
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what means that the magnetic ux in a hole in the superconductor is quantized.

2.3 Flux qubit
2.3.1 Requirements to quantum bits
In the modern world the concept of a bit in computing and digital
communication is well-known: the bit is a minimal unity of the
information which can take only one of the two possible values,
named "0" and "1". These values can be realized through
the two distinct voltage or current levels, two directions of
magnetization or polarization, two distinct intensities of light,
etc. For bit representation mostly ip-op circuits are used
nowadays.
Another approach of handling the information is quantum
computing, based on quantum bits or qubits. Qubit can exist
not only in "0" and "1" state, but also in any linear superposition
of these two state. Theoretically, quantum circuits could allow
to code an enormous quantity of information in comparison
to ip-op ones, but there are several important requirement
which should be fullled. Di Vincenzo formulated them in 2000
[27]:
1. A scalable physical system with well characterized qubits.
2. The ability to initialize the state of the qubits to a simple
ducial state.
3. Long relevant decoherence times, much longer than the
gate operation time.
4. A "universal" set of quantum gates.
5. A qubit-specic measurement capability.
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In other words, the qubit has to be addressed, controlled,
measured, coupled to its neighbors, and decoupled from the
environment.
In case of our work, where we consider the aluminum superconducting ux qubit, the electron beam lithography provides
a big exibility in designs and scaling. The eigenstates of a
3 Josephson junction ux qubit loop are the circulating currents of the opposite signs, called persistent current states (PC
states). The physics of ux qubits fulll all functional criteria
for a quantum bit [25]:
1. The superconducting circuit is operated at a suciently
low temperature so that the PC states can be prepared in their
ground state.
2. The PC states can be manipulated precisely with magnetic
elds.
3. Two qubits can be coupled inductively, and the inductive
coupling can be turned on and o.
4. The PC states can be successfully measured with several types of the readout: SQUID, dispersive and uxon [28]
readouts, for example.
5. The magnetic coupling to the PC states can be made
suciently weak.
6. As the persistent current ux qubits also have considerably long coherence times, they are promising objects for
investigations.

2.3.2 Energy potential and energy levels of a ux
qubit. Quantum mechanical description.
The basic ux qubit design contains a ring, interrupted by three
Josephson junctions, one is geometrically α times smaller, than

15
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other two, named further large Josephson junctions. The
schematic view and micrograph of a ux qubit are depicted in
Fig. 2.4.

(a) Al flux qubit

(b)
ψ1, Ic
ψ3, αIc

Φ

ψ2, Ic

a) Aluminum ux qubit: a superconducting aluminum
ring is interrupted by three Josephson junctions, marked by circles.
The qubit is placed in the uxon readout environment. b)The
schematic representation of a ux qubit with three Josephson junctions.

Figure 2.4:

In this work we will consider ux qubits which have geometrical inductance of the qubit loop much less, than the Josephson
inductance of junctions, interrupting the loop, and working in
the superconducting limit, what means that

EC  EJ .

(2.12)

The details of dierent regimes are given in [25]. One of the
Josephson junctions has α times smaller area then the other
two.
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The kinetic energy of the system (with neglecting of the loop
capacitance to the ground) can be described by taking into
account the capacitance of Josephson junctions:

T = 1/2

X

Cj Vj2 ,

(2.13)

(j)

where j=1,2,3 denotes indexes of three Josephson junctions, Cj
is the capacitance of the appropriate junction, and Vj is the
voltage drop across each junction. According to (2.4) we can
rewrite the equation in terms of phase derivatives across the
junctions:

1 Φ0 X
T = ( )2
Cj ψ̇ 2 ,
2 2π

(2.14)

(j)

For the potential energy term we can now write an expression
containing the energy of the qubit using (2.7) for all three
junctions and the condition of the external ux quantization in
the ring [29]:

Σψj + 2πf = 2πN

(2.15)

where N is the number of ux quanta in the ux loop, ψj is the
phase dierence across the Josephson junction j, j = 1,2,3, and
f = Φ/Φ0 − 21 is the ux frustration in the loop relative to 12 .
In case N =0 we obtain the potential energy prole [25]:

ψ1 − ψ2
ψ1 + ψ2
) cos(
)−
2
2
ψ1 + ψ2
−α cos(2πf + 2
))
2

U = EJ (2 + α − 2 cos(

(2.16)
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U/EJ

ψ1

2
1

2π

0
-1
0

2π

ψ2

The ux qubit periodic energy potential. The dashed
line marks a crossection with a doble-well prole.

Figure 2.5:

Plotting U normalized to EJ in the phase space we obtain
a two-dimensional periodic pattern with double-well potential
unit cell, shown in Fig. 2.5.
The system has two stable states at the bottom of these
energy wells which are associated with the positive and negative
persistent currents circulating in the loop and named persistent
current states. Due to the tunneling through the barrier, which
separates the two potential minima, the persistent current
states form a symmetrical and anti-symmetrical superposition
with an energy gap ∆. The superpositions mentioned above
are named ground |gi and excited |ei ux qubit states (see Fig.
2.6). Thoroughly one can calculate them using the quantum
mechanical description of the system.
Aiming that, the classically conjugated variables in the classical Hamiltonian are substituted by quantum-mechanical operators, and the coordinate system is rotated to ψp = (ψ1 + ψ2 )/2

18
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flux states |L and |R
|R

|L

0=

qubit states at Ф=Ф0/2
|0

|1

1
( R + L ), 1 = 1 ( R − L
2
2

)

Sketch of persistent-current and qubit eigenstates of the
ux qubit in the double-well prole at the zero-frustration point.
Figure 2.6:

and ψm = (ψ1 − ψ2 )/2. The resulting Hamiltonian is presented
in [25] and looks like

Ht =

2
1 Pp2
1 Pm
+
+ EJ (2 + α − 2 cos(ψp ) cos(ψm )−
2
2 Mp2 2 Mm

−α cos(2πf + 2ψp ))(2.17)
where the momentum operator can be written as Pp = - ~∂ /∂ψ p
and Pm = - i~∂ /∂ψ m in the phase space, C is the capacitance
of the large Josephson junction, mass terms are described as
Mp = (Φ0 /2π )2 /2C and Mm = (Φ0 /2π )2 /2C(1+2α).
Further, the Hamiltonian can be diagonalized numerically on
the discrete grid in the phase space and eigenvalues and eigenwave-functions can be found. The results of the calculation are
shown in Figs. 2.7 and 2.8.
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Figure 2.7: Periodical dependence of the ux qubit transition frequencies E1 - E0 , for the rst energy level versus external ux bias
current, four periods are shown. The model qubit parameters are
α = 0.59, Ec /EJ = 0.0088, corresponding to Ic = 1 µA and are later
used for tting of ux qubit spectroscopy plots.

Flux qubit transition frequencies Ei - E0 , for the rst
ux qubit energy level near the Φ0 /2 symmetry point versus external ux bias current. The model qubit parameters are α = 0.59,
Ec /EJ = 0.0088, corresponding to Ic = 1 µA. The qubit gap ∆ is
estimated to be about 14.54 GHz.

Figure 2.8:
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The plotted curves represent the energy needed to excite the
qubit from the ground state to the rst excited state. We can
see, that the pattern is Φ0 periodic. In Fig. 2.8 we observe the
minimum of the transition energy for |0i − |1i transition at a
half frustration point, usually called the qubit gap and labeled
∆.
Away from the symmetry point at Φ0 = 1/2 the additional
energy term ~ is added to the minimal energy splitting ~∆.
It appears due to the coupling of the persistent current in the
superconducting loop to the external magnetic eld and can be
calculated from

~ = 2Ip (Φ − Φ0 ),

(2.18)

where Φ is the external ux bias, q
Ip is the actual value of the
current in the qubit loop, Ip = Ic 1 − 4α1 2 , and ~ is usually
called asymmetry energy.
The coupling strength of the persistent-current states and
accordingly the qubit gap depend strongly on α. If α is smaller
than 0.5 the barrier vanishes completely, as depicted in Fig. 2.9.
If α=1 the barrier of the double-well potential prole becomes
equal to the inter-cellar one. Therefore we should keep away
from these limits, that is why in this work α-factors were chosen
in the range between 67% and 71%.
The calculation shows dramatical inuence of the α-factor
on the energy splitting. It should be mentioned, that in our
technical process α = 1% is equal to 5 nm of the junction
length. This means we should have carried out our lithography
and evaporation process with 1 nm resolution.
In reality it is very dicult to achieve such a good resolution
due to dierent factors, such as the secondary emission of
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Figure 2.9:

electrons in resist materials during the lithography process, the
diculty in precise orientation of the chip in a sample holder
of the evaporation setup, lift o crumbling edges of aluminum
structures, etc. That is why after preliminary simulations,
fabrication and measurements of ux qubits, the nal tting of
spectroscopy curves were done in order to determine the real
Josephson junction parameters.

2.3.3 Driven qubit
In order to understand the time evaluation of the system the
simplied form of the Hamiltonian (2.17) is derived. For superconducting quantum circuits the ux qubit parameters are
chosen in such a way, that the transition energy between the
ground and excited state at the symmetry point Φ0 /2 is at least
several times smaller than that between |1i and |2i excited
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state. Due to this fact, we can truncate the Hamiltonian taking
into account only 2 lowest states and construct it using the
qubit gap ∆ and asymmetry energy :

~
~
∆σ̃x + σ̃z ,
(2.19)
2
2


0 1 and σ̃ = 1 0 for Pauli
here we used the labeling σ̃x = −1
z
0
01
matrices.
If we want to diagonalize the Hamiltonian, we should use
the unitary rotation R operator around the y axes by the angle
θ = 12 arctan(∆/)
Ht =


R=

cos θ sin θ
− sin θ cos θ



By the rotation of the basis we go from the persistent-current
states to the qubit states. The Hamiltonian will be represented
in this case as

~p 2
∆ + 2
(2.20)
2
and the qubit states appear in the persistent-current state basis
as
Ht =

| ↑i = cos θ|li + sin θ|ri

(2.21)

| ↓i = − sin θ|li + cos θ|ri

(2.22)

Here we can see that when θ = ±π /4, and, respectively,  =
0 we approach the symmetry point, and both qubit states turn
into 0 because of the equal probabilities of |li and |ri. When  is
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large, θ → 0 and the qubit states tend to the persistent-current
states.
If we now want to introduce the external drive to the system,
we can perform it as a microwave signal, which will inductively
couple to the qubit. This kind of excitation is important for
spectroscopy and time-domain measurements. The Hamiltonian of a microwave signal can be written as

A
cos(wmw t + φ)σ˜z
(2.23)
2
where A, ωmw and φ are the amplitude, the cycle frequency
and the phase of the microwave signal. In the basis of the ux
qubit states it will be represented as (after applying the rotation
operator R ):
Hmw =



A


†
[
Hmw = R Hmw R = cos(wmw t + φ)
σ˜x +
σ˜z
2
wq
wq
(2.24)
where wq is called the qubit frequency and is dened as
p
(2.25)
ωq = ∆2 + 2 .
We can derive the solution for the driven system if we consider
the inuence of both Hamiltonians on it. The task is solved in
[30] for the general case of driven two-level systems under several
suppositions, called the rotate-wave approximation, and give
the result in the form of

→
−
U (t) = exp(−i Ω t· σ/2),
→
−
A∆
A∆
Ω = ( 2 cos φ, 2 sin φ, wq − wmw ),
2~ wq
2~ wq
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(2.26)
(2.27)

2.4 π-junctions
→
−
−
where Ω denes the rotation axis, and →
σ =(σ x ,σ y ,σ z ) is the
vector of Pauli-matrices. If we want to drive the qubit in the
sweet spot, meaning ωmw = ωq , the frequency of the oscillation
will be
Ω=

A∆
,
2~2 wq

(2.28)

which is known as the Rabi frequency. Depending on the initial
phase the rotation occurs around the x or y axis. In the general
case far from the symmetry point the expression becomes more
complicated:

s
Ω=

A∆
2~2 wq

2
+ (wq − wmw )2

(2.29)

and is called the generalized Rabi frequency.
Under the inuence of the constant resonant microwave signal
the qubit is driven repeatable from the ground state |0i to the
excited state |1√i. The average of these two states corresponds
to (|0i + |1i)/ 2 and obviously represents the current which
diers from the ground state current of the qubit. This fact
gives the opportunity to readout the qubit in the experiment.

2.4 π-junctions
In order to understand the origin of the π -junction phase shift in
the ux qubit loop we will consider the microscopic description
of 3d magnets. These kinds of magnets are metals such as Co,
Ni, Fe and alloys such as CuNi. In our samples CuNi alloy was
used as the material for π -junctions.
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2.4.1 Itinerary 3d magnets
Metals, such as Co, Fe and Ni have a certain long-range ferromagnetic order of the momenta of collective electrons under a
certain temperature, named Curie temperature. As the temperature increases, the thermal motion (or the entropy in other
words), competes with the tendency of ferromagnetic dipoles
to align and at higher temperatures the magnetic order will
be destroyed. We will consider here the situation when the
temperature is lower than Curie temperature.
The origin of the magnetism of 3d magnet alloys is based on
the exchange interaction between the electrons of the 3d band.
The exchange energy can be explained as the mere energy
which is needed when the electron spins tend to gain the same
orientation. Such conguration can be favorable because the
magnetic ordering of the band electrons increases the kinetic
energy of the system, but decreases its potential energy.
If we now consider the superconductor/ferromagnetic border,
a Cooper pair can penetrate through the interface to some nite
distance into the ferromagnet as well as it does through the
interface superconductor/normal metal. The electron which
has a spin aligned parallel to the exchange eld will decrease
its energy due to the exchange interaction. At the same time
its kinetic energy will be increased. Also the electron with the
spin aligned anti-parallel to the exchange eld will compensate
the amount of energy gained by the exchange interaction by
decreasing its value of kinetic energy and momentum. As a
result the whole Cooper pair will be shifted in the k-space,
what will introduce an additional factor of expi2q/h , where q is
the acquired momentum of the pair and h is the Planck constant
[31].
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Figure 2.10: The behavior of the order parameter in the superconductor/normal metal and superconductor/ferromagnet stacks.

Finally, the order parameter in the ferromagnetic layer can
be expressed as [32]

Ψ ∼ ∆ exp(−

x
x
) cos( )
ξ1
ξ2

(2.30)

and is depicted in Fig. 2.10.

2.4.2 Josephson energy of a π-junction
As it was already mentioned above, the Josephson equations
(2.3) and (2.4) describe the behavior in the tunnel junctions
consisting of superconductor-insulator-superconductor. In this
case, Ic is positive and from (2.7) we can see that the Josephson
energy possesses a minimum at ψ = 0. In the year 1977 it was
shown by Bulaevski, Sobjanin and Buzdin that the supercurrent
through the tunnel barrier with magnetic impurities can acquire
a negative sign [33]. In this case the minimum of Josephson
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Figure 2.11:

The graph of the energy of 0-Josephson junction and

π -Josephson junction.

energy will occur at ψ = π and actually is the ground state
of the system, as shown in Fig. 2.11. This type of Josephson
junctions got the name π -junctions, whereas the standard SIS
junction got the name of 0-Josephson junction.

2.4.3 Proximity eect
If we will deposit a layer of a normal metal on the top of the superconducting material, the order parameter Ψ (2.1) will partly
penetrate in the normal metal. This was already mentioned
while describing the Josephson eect in Sec. 2.1.1. The characteristic length of the change of the order parameter is called ξ or
the coherence length. If we then deposit another layer of the superconducting material over the normal metal/superconductor
stack, and the thickness of the normal layer will be thin enough,
two order parameters of both superconducting borders can
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overlap. In this case the supercurrent can ow (Josephson
eect).
In case of a ferromagnetic layer deposited on the superconductor the order parameter not only penetrates the ferromagnetic
metal on the distance ξ 1 , but also starts to oscillate with the
characteristic period ξ 2 , see Fig. 2.10.

2.4.4 CuNi
In the layers of classic ferromagnetic metals the coherence
length ξ 1 is about 1 nm and it is problematic to fabricate
Josephson SFS contacts with such a thickness of the interlayer.
The Cu0.x Ni1−0.x alloy has a Curie temperature of about 30150 K and possesses weak ferromagnetic properties thus the
supercurrent through 20 nm thick ferromagnetic layers can be
observed. In our ux qubits the π -shift was created by 15
nm of the Cu0.47 Ni0.53 alloy, placed between two Nb electrodes
[34]. This alloy was thoroughly investigated and has clearly
dened dependence of coherence length vs ferromagnetic layer
thickness [16, 34].

2.4.5 Energy potential of the ux qubit with the
π -junction
The π -junction, as the normal Josephson junction, can be
modeled by the RSJ model [35], see Sec. 2.1.3 and Fig. 2.12
We still suppose that for our ux qubit the geometrical
inductance is small. In case of the ux qubit loop interrupted
by three SIS and one SFS Josephson junction the condition
(2.15) will be reformed as
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Figure 2.12: Flux qubit scheme with the π -junction. The shunt
resistance represents the damping eects.

ψ1 + ψ2 + ψ3 + ψπ + 2πf = 2πN,

(2.31)

where ψπ = π . As the phase of the π -junction is set constant by
the fabrication process, the derivative of it is equal to zero and
the kinetic energy (2.14) of the system doesn't change. But the
potential energy U acquires an additional constant energy term
EJπ , which shifts it in z-direction, thus causing the phase shift.
The resulting energy prole, after the compilation of (2.6) and
(2.31) will be described by:

ψ1 − ψ2
ψ1 + ψ2
) cos(
)−
2
2
ψ1 + ψ2
−α cos(2πf + ψπ + 2
)) + 2EJπ , (2.32)
2
where EJπ is the Josephson energy of the π -junction. In this
case, we will get the necessary working point in our double well
U = EJ (2 + α − 2 cos(
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energy prole if the frustration 2πf + ψπ will be 0, explaining
the phase shift occurred because of the π -junction in the ux
qubit.

2.5 Dispersive readout of ux qubits
2.5.1 Resonators
The next component of our design includes coplanar microwave
λ/4-resonators used for the readout of our qubits.
Essentially, a microwave resonator can be represented with
the equivalent electrical circuit from the appropriate resistance,
inductance and capacitance, which can store energy. The
advantage of the coplanar waveguide/resonator is that all of
the conductors are situated on the same side of a dielectric
substrate, and therefore can be fabricated in a single run. For
the load circuit the resonator can act as a band pass lter,
because it can block or pass a signal close to its resonant
frequency.
One of the most important resonator characteristics is the
quality factor Q:

Q=ω

energy stored in the resonator
,
rate of the energy loss from the resonator

(2.33)

where under the "rate of the energy loss from the resonator" one
can understand the energy supplied by a generator per cycle to
keep the amplitude of the transmitted signal constant.
The coplanar microwave resonator can be lossy due to the
internal dissipation (crumbly edges, bad interface between the
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metal and the substrate) and to the external load. The relationship between the "internal" ("unloaded") Qint , "external"
Qext and "loaded" Qload quality factors can be written as

1
Qload

=

1
1
+
Qext Qint

(2.34)

For us it is important to mention, that photons have the
longer life time the higher the quality factor of a resonator
is. Close to its resonance frequency the electrical response of
any resonator can be modeled as a parallel combination of the
capacitance Cr and inductance Lr . Its frequency can therefore
be presented as

ωr = 2πνr = √

1
,
Lr Cr

(2.35)

here we neglect the losses.
Quantum mechanically such a resonant circuit behaves as a
harmonic oscillator and each single mode can be described by
the Hamiltonian

1
Hr = ~ω(a† a + ),
2

(2.36)

where a and a† are the annihilation and creation operators.

2.5.2 Interaction of ux qubits with resonators
The interaction of a resonator and a ux qubit can be provided
by the coupling of the magnetic elds generated by the qubit
and the resonator. The resonator being coupled to the qubit,
introduces the driving signal proportional to σz in the basis of
the persistent-current states. The mechanism of the interaction
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can be understood using Sec. 2.3.3 with the clarication that
the eld of the resonator represents a quantized eld, being the
array of modes and not the classical eld.
The magnetic eld of the critical current, which circulates
in the qubit loop, couples to the magnetic eld, appearing in
the shorted resonator end after applying the microwave signal
to the feed line. One can consider it as a magnetic dipole
interaction µq and Bz of those and write an additional potential
term as

Um = −µq Bz = Ip Aq Br ,

(2.37)

where Ip is the persistent current of the qubit and Aq is the area
of the qubit loop. If we will introduce the mutual inductance
Mr,q = Br Aq /Ir , where Ir is the current in the shorted resonator
end, we will rewrite the formula (2.37):

Um = Mr,q Ip Ir .

(2.38)

The product of constants

~g̃ = Mr,q Ip I0

(2.39)

is called the bare coupling energy. Mr,q has here a meaning of the
magnetic ux which enters the qubit loop per unit current in the
shorted resonator end. I0 represents zero-point or vacuum current uctuations and can be calculated from I02 /2L = ~ω , with
ω being the angular frequency of the corresponding resonator
mode. The actual transversal coupling will be

~g = ~g̃ sin(2θ),

(2.40)
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with θ = 12 arctan(∆/) and depends on the asymmetry energy
, thus being dierent for dierent magnetic ux qubit external
bias.

2.5.3 Quantum mechanical description of the system
resonator - ux qubit
The complete Hamiltonian of the system resonator - ux qubit
will look like as following:

Hq−r = Ht + Hr + Hint ,

(2.41)

where Ht and Hr are dened in (2.19) and (2.36), respectively.
The term which describes the interaction of the resonator and
Hamiltonian is shown in [36]:

Hint = −~g(a† + a)σz ,

(2.42)

and can be interpreted as a coherent exchange of the excitations
between the resonator and the ux qubit.
In the case of dissipation, the Hamiltonian (2.41) will include also terms, which will characterize the relaxation and the
dephasing of both the resonator and the qubit due to the environment. In the absence of damping, see [36, 37], it is possible
after the exact diagonalization of the Hamiltonian (2.41) to
obtain the excited eigenstates, so-called dressed states of the
system:

|+, ni = cos ϑn |g, ni + sin ϑn |e, n + 1i,

(2.43)

|−, ni = − sin ϑn |g, ni + cos ϑn |e, n + 1i;

(2.44)

and the ground state |e,0i, with the angle
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1
ϑn = arctan
2



√

2g n + 1
ωrq

(2.45)

and corresponding eigenenergies

E±,n

~
= (n + 1)~ωr ±
2

q
4g 2 (n + 1) + ωrq ,

(2.46)

~ωrq
,
2

(2.47)

Ee,0 = −

where n is the resonator energy state in the harmonic oscillator energy ladder, n = 0...∞, e and g are the excited and
ground state of the ux qubit, respectively. |g,ni=|gi⊗|ni and
|e,ni=|ei⊗|ni label the basis states of the bare qubit and the
resonator system. The strength of the ux qubit-resonator
coupling g was introduced in (2.39) and (2.40), ω rq = ω r − ω q
is the detuning parameter, showing how far is the resonator
detuned from the ux qubit gap ∆.
Two limits of detuning for the qubit-resonator system are
depicted in Figs. 2.13, 2.14. In the rst case ωr = ωq and
the degeneracy between the energies
√of the two dressed states
(2.47) will be lifted by the factor 2g n + 1 because of the ux
qubit - resonator interaction.
In the case of a single excitation, from (2.47) we will obtain
the expressions for the eigenstates

1
|±, 0i = √ (|g, 1i + |e, 0i),
(2.48)
2
what can be interpreted as opping the initial state of the excited
qubit and zero photons in resonators |e,0i to the 1-photon state
in the resonator |g,1i and back.
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Figure 2.13:

For the case, when the detuning is much larger one can
expand formula (2.47) in the Taylor's series around the point
4g 2 (n + 1)/ω 2rq → 0. Further E±,n will be presented as

E±,n = ~ωr (n + 1) ±

~ωrq
~g 2 (n + 1)
±
∓ ...
2
ωrq

(2.49)

From this expression we can clearly see, that:
1) The energy gap of the ux qubit gets a shift, proportional
to g 2 /ωrq . It is called Zeeman or Stark shift depending on
its nature - magnetic or electric, respectively. The detailed
formula, derived from (2.49) truncated to the rst Taylor's
order will appear to be

E+,n − E−,n−1 = ~ωq +
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and depends on the state of the resonator.
2) The neighbor energy levels of the resonator for the denite
ux qubit energy states are also shifted. Using (2.49) one more
time we will obtain

g2~
+ ...
ωrq
g2~
= ~ωr −
+ ...
ωrq

E+,n − E+,n−1 = ~ωr +

(2.51)

E−,n − E−,n−1

(2.52)

We can see that the shift depends on the state of the qubit
and the detuning.
In case of the truncation to two levels, using the Taylor's
series for (2.45) and (2.47) we will get the new expression for
the dressed states:
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−g
|g, 0i + |e, 1i,
∆
g
|+, 0i = |g, 1i + |e, 0i.
∆

|−, 0i =

(2.53)
(2.54)

The situation is represented in details in Fig. 2.14.

2.5.4 Dispersive shift measurements
The ux qubit state dependence on the resonator, described by
(2.52) can be used for detecting the ux qubit state. We can
send the microwave signal through the transmission line and
measure the reected or transmitted signal.
In our case, the amplitude A and phase φ of the microwave
signal transmitted through the feed line is measured versus
the probe signal. In our setup the ux qubit acts as an eective inductance, which depends on its eigenstates σ z , coupling
strength g and detuning ω rq . This variable inductance changes
the resonator frequency and its transmission spectrum according to the model (2.35). For the far-detuned limit g 2 /ωrq  1
the amplitude shifts of the resonator frequency are illustrated
in Fig. 2.15.
The width of the resonant peak is dened by the loss rate:
κloss = ω r /Qload . If κloss < g 2 /ω rq , the dips which represent
the ground and excited state of the qubit are resolvable. In
the limit of κloss > g 2 /ωrq , the dips overlap and the amplitude
contrast decreases.
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Illustration of a dispersive shift of the resonator frequency, attributed to two qubit states. If the shift is smaller than the
broadening of the resonator dip, the signal becomes hardly resolvable.
Figure 2.15:

2.6 Decoherence of the ux qubit
2.6.1 Bloch sphere
An arbitrary single state of the ux qubit can be represented by
a vector |Ψi in a Hilbert space. Spanned in the ux qubit basis
of eigenstates - ground |gi and excited |ei states, the vector of
qubit state will look like

|Ψi = a|gi + b|ei,

(2.55)

where a and b can be complex, and the square of coecients a2
and b2 have the meaning of a probability to nd a qubit state in
the state |gi or |ei, respectively. Logically, these probabilities
being summed give one, a2 + b2 = 1. In the measurements it
is possible to obtain only the absolute value of weights, that
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The representation of the qubit state with a Bloch
sphere. The ground state is a vector, pointing to the south pole, and
the excited state is a vector, pointing to the north pole.
Figure 2.16:

is why it is the dierence in phase between coecients what
matters. With these two conditions originally four dimensional
space can be reduced to two dimensions.
For the ecient understanding of the ux qubit dynamics
and decoherence processes it is useful to imagine the quantum
state of the qubit as a Bloch sphere. If the qubit exists in
the pure state, the end point of the vector |Ψi is situated on
the surface of the unit sphere (see Fig. 2.16). In case of the
dressed state, decoherence processes or other interactions with
the environment, the end of the Bloch vector can be situated in
any point inside the Bloch sphere.
As it is illustrated in Fig. 2.16, in terms of angles φ and Θ
the qubit state can be represented as

|Ψi = cos
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Θ
Θ
|gi + eiφ sin |ei,
2
2

(2.56)
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with the angle Θ dened as Θ = 21 arctan(∆/) for the ux
qubit.
If we will square the vector |Ψi and project it on the z-axis,
we will get the occupation probability of the two logic states of
Θ
Θ
the ux qubit, pg = cos2 and pe = sin2 .
2
2

2.6.2 Larmour precession of the ux qubit
As it was mentioned before, with the help of the Bloch sphere
and two angles φ and Θ one can describe the pure qubit state. It
turns out, that φ (representing the phase dierence between the
two states of the superposition) evolves with time, causing the
precession of the qubit with the constant frequency. Let us suppose that the Hamiltonian of the system answers the stationary
b
Schroedinger equation H|Ψ(t)i
= EΨ(t). The Schroedinger
equation which describes the evolution of the system in time
[38] looks like:

∂
b
H|Ψ(t)i
= i~ |Ψ(t)i
∂t

(2.57)

If we know the ux qubit state at the time moment t = 0,
like it is described in (2.56), we will be able to integrate (2.57)
and apply to this ux qubit state the operator:

Θ
Θ
|gi + eiφ sin |ei) =
2
2
Θ
Θ
iEg t/~
iEe t/~ iφ
=e
cos |gi + e
e sin |ei) =
2
2
Θ
Θ
= eiEg t/~ (cos |gi + e−i(∆+φ)/t sin |ei),
2
2

eiHt/~ |Ψ(t)i = eiHt/~ (cos
b

b

(2.58)
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where ~∆ = Ee − Eg is the energy gap of the qubit. We see
from the equation, that the phase dierence evolves with the
frequency

ωL = ∆,

(2.59)

called the Larmour frequency.
Further, for the ease of understanding, we will always consider ourselves in the frame, which precesses with the Larmour
frequency, therefore watching the Bloch vector disregarding
this constant precession.

2.6.3 Rabi frequency
From the previous section it is clear, that for measurements of
the qubit |gi → |ei transitions one should rst apply a resonant
oscillating eld which will match the Larmour frequency. By
doing this we will set us in the rotating frame of the ux qubit,
described by the Bloch sphere.
Further, for inducing the transition from the ground to the
excited state of the ux qubit, the microwave signal in the
ux-direction (z-axis in Fig. 2.16) should be applied [39]:

δΦmw = |Φmw |sin(ωmw t + φmw ),

(2.60)

where φmw determines the rotation axis in the xy-plane of the
qubit.
The modulation of the magnetic eld through the qubit loop

δmw = 2Ip δΦmw ,

(2.61)

where Ip is the persistent current in the qubit loop. Exactly at
the resonance when ωmw = ωL and in the degeneracy point the
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Potential noise sources inuencing the ux qubit.

expression for the Rabi frequency - the frequency of ipping
the ux qubit from the ground to the excited state - will be
represented by

ΩR, =

Ip |Φmw |
∆
√
.
2
~
 + ∆2

(2.62)

what shows, that far from the degeneracy point the Rabi frequency drops with ∆/.

2.6.4 Possible noise sources
As discussed above, two dierent states |gi and |ei of the ux
qubit have dierent energies. The dispersive measurement
technique uses microwave signals in order to realize the transition between the states, but in principle, there exists a lot of
noise in the environment, which can aect the qubit states [40].
Possible sources of noise are shown in Fig. 2.17.
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It is used to distinguish two main categories of the noise
sources, by the possibility to inuence on their presence in the
circuit.
First type of the noise is called circuit noise and has been
investigated for a long time being reviewed in details in [41]. It
includes all kinds of noise, which originate from the necessities
to control and readout the qubit state. One can design stronger
or weaker coupling of the ux qubit therefore also inuencing
the outer circuit noise eects on the quantum circuit. Ampliers
or signal generators give a combination of white and 1/F noise,
one should also take into account the ohmic noise with its white
power spectrum.
The second group - so called non-circuit-noise - can be subdivided to microscopic and macroscopic sources. The main
diculty here is the low possibility to control its coupling to the
qubit. Microscopic noise can be caused by charge uctuations,
trapped vortices, nuclear spins or defects in tunnel barriers.
Choosing the right material can help to eliminate this kind of
sources, but for some technological processes it is not possible
to change the materials. Microscopically 1/F noise can disturb
the system, and its origin is not quite well understood.
Dierent sources of noise can inuence the ux qubit dierently, causing the shift of the azimuthal angle φ or longitudinal
angle Θ, corresponding to quantum dephasing and the energy
relaxation consequently, see Fig. 2.18.
This can lead, for example, to the shift of the Bloch vector
from the initial rotating frame, spoiling manipulations with the
qubit.
All the noise inuences, mentioned above, are referred to
the decoherence of the ux qubit and lead to the loss of the
quantum information, stored in it. There are also other factors
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φ
θ

a) Fluctuation in biasing of ux qubit leads to the
modulation of the Larmour frequency, which in turn, causes the
uncertainty in the qubit phase φ. b) Due to the exchange of the
energy with the environment the ux qubit can absorb or emit a
photon (this complex process is called depolarization). As a result,
the qubit parameter Θ is disturbed.
Figure 2.18:

appearing to be sources of errors - errors of preparing the qubit
in the initial state, measurement inaccuracies and errors in the
excitation of microwave signals. As one can see, there is a large
number of sources, which can spoil the ideal dynamic of the ux
qubit and limit the number of possible operations.

2.6.5 Description of decoherence
For the description of the decoherence of the ux qubit one
needs to take into account both the longitudinal relaxation
(depolarisation), Γ1 = T1−1 and the transverse relaxation (dephasing), Γ2 = T2−1 . So-called pure dephasing Γφ can also
happen, for example, under the condition of longitudinal low-
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frequency noise. Variables with the index ”⊥” will be further
referred as variables, corresponded to the depolarization and
those with the "||" index will be attributed to the pure dephasing, respectively. The resulting rate of the general dephasing
process will be described by

1
Γ2 = T2−1 = Γφ + Γ1 .
(2.63)
2
The detailed theoretical description of the decoherence is
given in [42]. The theory implies several conditions: the disturbing noise is weak, it is short-correlated and its spectral
density has a smooth prole for all frequencies from zero to
frequencies of the order of Γφ . It was written that each noise
source can be conveniently described by its quantum spectral
density Sλ (ω):
Z
1
−iωt
c δλ(t)ie
c
Sλ (ω) =
hδλ(0)
dt,
(2.64)
2π
where λ is the normalized external parameter, which describes
the inuence of the noise on the properties of the ux qubit, for
example, ux noise f . In general, λ can present any uctuation,
and it doesn't matter if it has circuit, microscopic or macroscopic
c is the operator acting on the environmental variables.
nature. δλ
Using these terms, the relaxation and dephasing times can
be rewritten as
π 2
D Sλ (ν),
2 λ,⊥
2
Γφ (ν) = πDλ,||
Sλ (0),

Γ1 (ν) =

(2.65)
(2.66)

where ν is the qubit frequency and as the relaxation is only
sensitive to the noise at the qubit frequency, the noise frequency
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as well. The factors Dλ,⊥ and Dλ,|| take into account the qubit
sensitivity in the transverse and longitudinal directions. They
are expressed as

1 ∂H
1
∂H
(
)⊥ = |hΨg |
|Ψe i|, (2.67)
h ∂λ
h
∂λ
1 ∂H
1
∂H
∂H
= (
)|| = |hΨg |
|Ψg i − hΨe |
|Ψe i|. (2.68)
h ∂λ
h
∂λ
∂λ
Dλ,⊥ =

Dλ,||

2.6.6 Decoherence in the ux qubits with the
π -junctions
As it was mentioned in Sec. 1, ux qubits with π -junctions
were proposed to eliminate the ux noise from the ux qubit
environment. In [35] was suggested that the diculty can
appear from the noise, created by the π -junction itself.
The expression for the eective noise spectrum, which was
obtained by Kato, Golubov and Nakamura, looked like:

Jef f (ω) =

8EJ2 EC,π
γω
,
3
2
2
~
γ ω + (ω 2 − ω02 )

(2.69)

where Ej is the Josephson energy of the big aluminum Josephson
e2
junction in the ux qubit loop, EC,π = 2C
, Cπ is the π -junction
π
1
capacitance, γ = RN,π Cπ , RN,π is the normal state resistance
√
8EJ,π EC,π
of the π -junction, ω0 =
, and EJ,π is the Josephson
~
energy of the π -junction.
The relaxation time is given by

Γ1 = T1−1 = 2Jef f (∆/~) coth(

∆
),
2kB T

(2.70)
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where by ∆ is labeled the qubit energy gap.
The formula was derived under an assumption that EC 
EJ  EJ,π , what means, that the π -junction operates in the
stable-phase regime.
In our experiments Cπ is very small, of the order of about 30
Φ0
c~
fF, and assuming that ω  ω 0 , EJ = Ic2π
= I2e
and ω = ∆
~2
we can make an estimation of the relaxation times for our
particular designs. For our π - and 0-junctions we usually had
Iπ ≈ 6.2 mA, EJ,π ≈ 2·10−18 J, EC,π ≈ 3·10−25 J, Ic ≈ 1.25 µA,
consequently EJ ≈ 3·10−22 J. We can see, that for our samples
the assumption EC  EJ  EJ,π is true, and we could estimate
the relaxation time T1 ≈ 42 ns.

2.7 Conclusion
In this chapter we discussed the classical Josephson junction
model and quantum mechanical description of the ux qubit.
We also considered the origin of the π -shift in SFS Josephson
junctions and described the implementation of the π -junction
in the ux qubit loop for creating the internal π phase shift to
the symmetry point of the ux qubit. The basic ideas of the
noise theory in the ux qubits and its approach for the ux
qubits with the π -junctions were introduced. It was shown,
that for longer coherence times of the latter one needs to have
large Josephson energy and small normal-state resistance of the
π -junction.
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In this chapter, the fabrication process of ux qubits with π junctions will be considered. In our case, the Nb-part of a qubit
with a π -junction is needed to be connected with the aluminum
part. The niobium part with λ/4-resonators and π -junctions
was made in the group of Prof. Ryazanov in Chernogolovka,
Russia. The fabrication process is described in (3.1). Further,
samples were transfered to Karlsruhe. The aluminum part
was fabricated in the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology and
consisted of half a ux qubit loop interrupted by 3 Josephson
junctions. For this aim, double-angle shadow evaporation in an
MMA/PMMA resist stack with residual PMMA bridges was
applied.
The main problem was to remove NbOx , which naturally
formed right after exposing the Nb layer to air. It should
have been etched out in-situ right before the Al evaporation
step. Using a high-energy constant Ar beam etching was not an
option, because it could destroy the residual PMMA bridges,
which are essential for the two-angle shadow evaporation. That
is why in addition to the standard thin-lm technique, a special
in-situ low-energy Ar etching procedure of NbOx was developed
in order to make the contact between Al and Nb transparent.
For this aim, the hard-mask technique is also suitable and will
be discussed in the last subsections of this chapter.
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The technique was rst tested on Josephson junctions evaporated on Nb pads, forming hybrid Nb/Al/AlOx /Al/Nb Josephson junctions. Their IV characteristics were measured using a
four-point conguration in current-bias mode.

3.1 Nb layer fabrication
The fabrication technology of Nb λ/4 resonators (2.5.1) with
π -junctions near their shorted ends included several substeps.
On the st step, the Nb/CuNi/Nb trilayer was deposited. The
process was held in an Ar atmosphere, and whereas Nb layers
were fabricated by DC magnetron sputtering, Cu0.47 Ni0.53 was
deposited by rf-sputtering after cleaning of the niobium surface.
The critical current of the Nb/CuNi/Nb junction was aimed
to be 3.7 kA/cm2 [43]. The thickness of the Nb layers was
150 nm, for Cu0.47 Ni0.53 it was 15 nm. Further, mesas of
π -junctions were formed with the help of optical lithography
and plasma etching. The mesas had the form of squares with
areas of 8×8, 10×10 and 14×14 µm2 . The lithography process
with plasma etching was repeated in order to form the bottom
resonator layer. After that, a 350 nm thick spacing layer of SiOx
was deposited and formed with the help of thermal sputtering,
lithography and lift-o. SiOx was used in order to isolate the
bottom Nb layer from the upper wiring Nb layer. Finally,
the upper niobium wiring of 450 nm thickness was fabricated
using DC magnetron sputtering and optical lithography with
following lift-o treatment. The samples were then spin-coated
for surface protection and shipped to Germany for following
fabrication steps.
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3.2 Spin-coating
To form sub-micron aluminum structures with Josephson junctions, electron beam lithography should be used. The principle
of creating patterns is to expose a polymer resist layer to an
electron beam at a certain accelerating voltage, exposure time
and step area. Due to weak bonds between monomers of polymer [44], resist materials are sensitive to e-beam exposure and
temperature (see Fig. 3.1).

Chemical formula of PMMA. PMMA has weak bonds
between monomers which break under electron beam exposure 3.1.
Figure 3.1:

To obtain the residual bridge which was later used for shadow
evaporation and formation of Josephson junctions, a two-layer
resist stack was spin-coated. We used MMA (8.5) MMA EL11
positive resist (methylmetaacrylate-co-methylacrylate acid in
89 % ethyl lactate) for the rst layer, spin-coated at 4000 rpm
for 90 s. The corresponding thickness for these parameters
was around 470 nm. For the second layer, PMMA 950K A4
(polymethylmethacrilat with molecular mass 950 g/mol solved
in 98 % anisol) was used, and it was spin-coated with the same
recipe to a thickness of approximately 220 nm. Both thicknesses
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are important to know in order to estimate the angles in doubleangle evaporation, which will be discussed later. Data sheets
on both polymer and copolymer can be found in [45].
After spin-coating, the sample was baked in an oven in order
to evaporate the residual solvent. For both anysol and ethyl
lactate, the boiling temperature is about 155 ◦ C, the time of
the bake in recipes varied from 30 to 55 min. However, the
baking conditions were changed due to the presence of the
π -junctions on the chip. The CuNi thickness decreases at
temperatures exceeding 100 ◦ C due to the atom migration into
the neighboring Nb layers, and consequently, the internal phase
bias of the loop can be changed, transforming a π -junction into
a 0-junction [16]. That is why the rst set of samples was baked
in the oven for just 30 min at 130 ◦ C temperature. For the
germanium mask technique this temperature is too low leaving
a lot of solvent in the resist layers. The residual anysol in MMA
evaporates under the germanium layer forming bubbles, that
is why for a nal set of samples 155 ◦ C bake temperature was
used.

3.3 Lithography step
After resist application, the chip is positioned in an SEM vacuum chamber. The lithography machine is a scanning electron
microscope LEO 1530 [46] located at Institute of Nanotechnology (INT) and equipped with an additional electrically driven
piezo nanostage. Structure positioning is performed with an
accuracy of about several tenth of nm. For structure writing
Elphy Plus software from Raith GmbH is used [47]. To expose
the two-layer PMMA/MMA stack, an electron acceleration
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(a) Ar etching

(c)

hybrid JJ

(b) Al double-angle
evaporation

Al
Nb
PMMA

Si
AlOx
NbOx

PMMA bridge over silicon substrate after development,
Ar etching and Al two-angle shadow evaporation. The PMMA/MMA
thickness ratio denes the angle of shadow evaporation. Parameters
of the Ar cleaning: 1 kV of acceleration voltage in 4 periods of
30 seconds interrupted by pauses of 1 min at Ar pressure of about
8.6×10−5 mbar.
Figure 3.2:

voltage of 30 kV was used. The necessary dose factor was determined with a standard dose test procedure, writing a series
of thin structures with doses varying from 1.00×260 µCl/s·cm2
till 1.35×260 µCl/s·cm2 in steps of 0.05×260 µCl/s·cm2 .
The electron beam breaks some chemical bonds in PMMA,
shortening the polymer chains. The beam by itself is about 3
nm in diameter, but the major eect is caused by secondary
emitted electrons. Therefore, the minimal feature size to be
written is about 60 nm at 30 kV accelerating voltage. The
later dissolution of the exposed resist is much easier than of the
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non-exposed one and is called development. We developed our
structures in a mixture of isomethylbythilketon (MIBK) and
isopropanol (IPA) with a volume ratio of 1:3 for 57 seconds.
After that, the sample is placed in pure IPA for 2 minutes in
order to stop the developing process. Finally, it is dried under
N2 ow.
The co-polymer MMA needs much less exposure energy for
chemical bonds to be broken than PMMA. So after the development we get a pattern of our design written on PMMA
in 1:1 scale and MMA gives wider openings under it. In particular, for the Josephson junction areas we get only 200 nm
thick nanobridges, while 470 nm of MMA in this area were totally dissolved giving the space for the formation of Josephson
junctions under the two oblique angles, see Fig. 3.2.

3.4 Evaporation step
After the development of the PMMA/MMA stack we obtained
the design transferred to our silicon substrate. For evaporation
of Al, we put the sample in a ultra high vacuum system, which
is shown in Fig. 3.3. The main requirements necessary for
our process are the availability of a load-lock and an ultra high
vacuum evaporation chamber, liquid nitrogen cooling of the
sample down to -150 ◦ C, in-situ Ar etching with a directed Ar
beam in the load lock, ne angle alignment for double-angle
shadow evaporation and oxidation in the load lock with manual
control of the O2 pressure.
One of the most important characteristics of the evaporation
set-up for fabrication of the high-quality tunnel junctions is the
pressure in the high-vacuum chamber where the evaporation
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of aluminum takes place. In the set-up which we used at INT,
a vacuum of about 2·10−10 mbar can be reached, although
2·10−8 mbar is enough for obtaining high-quality Al Josephson
junctions. Unfortunately, the maximum oxidation pressure
which can be reached in the load-lock was 1.4·10−2 mbar of
pure O2 ow,what together with used oxidation time dened
the minimum value of our junction critical current.
ultra-high vacuum
main chamber

load-lock

targets
temperature and evaporation
rate controllers
Figure 3.3:

Evaporation set-up.

Now it is important to mention, that if one needs to place only
an aluminum ux qubit at the right place near the resonator,
one isn't necessarily obligated to pre-clean the surface of the
sample with the directed Ar beam. In this case, the qubit
spectroscopy line is expected to be wider because the coherence
time of the qubit is shortened due to the imperfection of the
interface between the silicon substrate and aluminum. It can
be explained by the fact, that dielectric losses appear due to
resonant absorption of the microwave radiation by two-level
systems (TLS), possessing an electric dipole moment [48]. It
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was shown in [49] and [50], that this can be a dominant loss
mechanism and can be caused by TLS in the bulk dielectric
substrate, at the metal-dielectric interface or in a thin layer on
the metal and dielectric surfaces exposed to air. Flux qubits,
as nonlinear microwave resonators, are suering from the same
problems [51, 52].
Fabrication process for Al-based ux qubits was established,
and the spectroscopy plot of the ux qubit (see Fig. 3.6) was
successfully measured, as illustrated in Fig. 5.10.
However, for the pre-fabricated trilayer design, where one
part of the ux qubit is a Nb strip with the π -junction, one needs
a cleaning step, as it was already mentioned in the introduction
to this chapter.
After xing the sample in the sample-holder and installing
it into the load lock, the pressure is pumped down to 10−6
mbar. The surface of the sample was cleaned with a directed
argon beam for 2 min at 1kV of acceleration voltage. As it was
mentioned, the high Ar beam energy easily destroys the PMMA
bridge. In order to nd the optimum, several parameters were
varied, and after a number of attempts the following procedure
was developed.
On the rst step, the sample is pre-cooled for 1 hour in
the main chamber of the evaporation setup at high vacuum
at a temperature of about -120 ◦ C. This step is necessary to
protect the sample from overheating during the following Ar
beam etching procedure. Further, the sample is transported
to the load lock, where it is etched in 4 periods of 30 seconds
interrupted by pauses of 1 min in order to prevent the resist
stack from melting. The Ar is owing in the load lock and
the pressure is held at the value of 6.3 − 8.6 · 10−5 mbar, the
distance between the Ar source and the chip is about 7 cm. The
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accelerating voltage was 1 kV, yielding a current obtained by
the sample-holder electrode of around 52 − 66 mkA.
On the next step, the sample is transferred into the main
chamber, which was always held under 10−9 − 10−10 mbar
pressure. For the evaporation step the sample was pre-cooled
one more time for 1 hour at a temperature of about -120 ◦ C. At
lower temperatures, the lm roughness reduces signicantly.
The angle calculation for the evaporation step was performed
with a non-commercial software which took into account the
angle of the sample-holder, the spacious angle of the target and
the thickness ratio of the resist stack. The angle of the sample
can be adjusted with a micrometer screw.
The rst layer of Al was evaporated under the oblique angle,
forming an aluminum wire 1 µm wide and 30 nm thick with an
interruption on the place of the Josephson junction. The Al
layer is then oxidized in-situ, admitting the pressure of 1.4·102
mbar of pure oxygen for about 5 minutes. Subsequently, another
30 nm layer of aluminum are evaporated from the dierent angle,
forming the tunnel contact with the area of about 0.2×1 µm2
(see Fig. 3.4).
Sample parameters such as contact areas, resistivities, etc.,
varied slightly between fabrication batches.
On the rst and second steps of Al evaporation, the angles
were adjusted to 327◦ + 1' and 327◦ + 0.4' + 20, an Aluminum
target temperature was 1170−1176 ◦ C, main chamber pressure
was about 4·10−9 mbar, and the rate varied between 6 and 8
nm/min. To warm the sample, it is held in the load-lock under
nitrogen ow for 15 minutes. After that, the sample is taken out
and put in acetone. Due to the Ar treatment, the resist stack
became harder and more fragile, increasing the duration of the
lift-o process from 10 min to almost 45 minutes. Then the
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Josephson junction

Nb pads

Al
1 μm

20 μm

alignment markers

Figure 3.4: SEM picture of 1 µm wide Al strip on the Nb pads. The
inset shows a Josephson junction.

sample was rinsed with isopropanol and dried under nitrogen
ow.
To inspect the geometrical quality of the junction, the scanning electron microscope (SEM) "Leo" located at INT is used.
The images were made at 10 kV accelerating voltage. The
optical microscope picture and SEM micrograph of Josephson
junctions of the hybrid ux qubits which later showed nice
spectroscopy results are depicted in Fig. 3.5.

3.5 Germanium hard mask technique
The technique which was mentioned above gave us the possibility to measure the rst ux qubit containing a π -junction,
what is discussed in Sec. 5.4.
The process gave nice and reproducible results on hybrid test
Nb/Al/AlOx /Al/Nb junctions, as well as ux qubits with just
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Nb
Nb via

Al

500 nm

π-junction

20 μm

The ux qubit with π -junction (right) and without π junction (left) are situated near the shorted end of the λ/4 resonator.
The inset shows one of the large Josephson junctions of the ux qubit
without π -junction.
Figure 3.5:

the Nb strip without π -junctions. On the ux qubit with π junction the residual PMMA bridges were sometimes destroyed,
as shown in Fig. 3.7. Here one can clearly see some kind of short
between the Al borders of the Josephson junction. Presumably,
the problem had the following origin. In our experiments, the
bottom layer of Nb had a thickness of about 150 nm. On the
other hand, the stack of the π -junction with the spacing layer
of SiOx had about 1 µm height. This thickness can already
give a signicant tilt of the resist in an area of several tenth
µm around the junction and can thus cause some stress in the
residual PMMA bridge. Although the measurements showed
that this short was oxidized and the tunnel barrier did exist,
we had to modify the process in order to obtain Al Josephson
junctions with precisely dened areas.
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resonator
Josephson junction

Nb

Al

flux traps

10 μm

1 μm

Photo of the ux qubit made completely from Aluminum
in Nb dispersive readout scheme, sample #1, resonator #1.
Figure 3.6:

3.5.1 Germanium evaporation
In order to improve the robustness of the residual bridge after
the rst spin-coating of 470 nm of MMA, the additional layer of
100 nm Ge was added. It was deposited in the same evaporation
set-up (see Fig. 3.3), as the evaporation chamber has 7 dierent
targets with various materials which could be used in the same
run. Germanium was evaporated after pre-cooling of the sample
in the main chamber for 1 hour at a temperature of about 130 ◦ C. The rotation angle was 183◦ with a tilt of 7' + 0.15".
The source temperature was held at 1375 ◦ C, resulting in an
evaporation rate of about 6 − 8 nm/min. The pressure in the
main chamber rose up to 5·10−8 mbar. Warming of the sample
was done in the load-lock under nitrogen ow for 25 minutes.
After the spin-coat of 220 nm of PMMA and the conventional
procedure of the bake (it was done at 157 ◦ C for 50 min for both
spin-coating steps of MMA and PMMA because otherwise ger-
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the break in PMMA bridge causes the
short between aluminum electrodes of a
Josephson junction.

500 nm

Josephson junction

The residual PMMA bridge was broken and there is a
short from one Al border to the other, sample #2, resonator #3.
Figure 3.7:

manium started to corrugate during the process), the standard
lithography step with a reduced dose of 1.3×260 µCl/s·cm2 was
held. Then the above described procedure of development was
applied.

3.5.2 Germanium reactive ion etching
It is obvious that the standard development procedure will not
etch through the hard germanium layer. The lithography step
was done as described in Sec. 3.3 and then the development
procedure was performed. It transfered the pattern on the upper
PMMA resist which is in turn transfered through germanium
during the reactive ion etching process (RIE).
The sample was placed in the vacuumed chamber of the RIE
machine, and under ow of CHF3 , the germanium layer was
etched through the pattern. Then the residual PMMA is etched
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Figure 3.8:

The example of an etched Germanium mask.

away in a ow of pure oxygen. The recipe for the ow is 50
sccm CHF3 , 1 sccm O2 at 140 W and 25 mTorr for the etching
of 100 nm of germanium. The time of etching was 8 min 25 s.
For oxygen etching the recipe was 10 sccm under a pressure of
100 mTorr, 30 W power and a time of 3 min.
Then the additional development step for the opened MMA
sublayer was used. It included placing the sample for 57 s in a
mixture of MIBK:IPA with a ratio of 1:3, then in pure IPA for
2 minutes followed by N2 drying. The SEM picture illustrates
an example of the Ge mask patterning, see Fig. 3.8.
At the end the described evaporation procedure is held with
the adjustment of the oblique angles to the thickness of Germanium layer. In our case it was a rotation angles of 327 ◦ with
0.2' + 0.5" and 1' + 0.15" for both aluminum layers.
After the standard lift-o, structures of excellent quality were
obtained, see Fig. 3.9.
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Al
515 nm
205 nm

Josephson
junction

MMA
undercut sign

The SEM picture of a Josephson junction in a 3 JJ ux
qubit fabricated using the Ge mask technique. The corners of the
structure are visibly sharper, which is one of the greatest advantages
of this process, supporting a more precise qubit α-factor denition,
sample #3, resonator #1.
Figure 3.9:

3.6 Fabricated samples
We fabricated a series of hybrid Al/AlOx /Al Josephson junctions on the Nb contact pads having the dimensions of 0.2±1.0 µm2
using the technique described above. The directed Ar beam
etching was used in order to remove the NbOx ; Ge mask step
was not applied.
Flux qubit chips of two kinds were fabricated, their overview
is given in Tab. 3.1. Al-based ux qubits (sample #1, see Tab.
3.1) were made in order to characterize the qubit gap spread and
represented an Al ring interrupted by 3 Josephson junctions.
The Al loop was fabricated directly on the silicon substrate
and didn't require the Ar beam etching or the Ge hard-mask
technique, thus having a signicantly shorter fabrication cycle.
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Table 3.1:

sample number
type of qubits
Ar cleaning
Ge mask used

Summary on fabricated samples.

1
Al-based
no
no

2
hybrid Nb/Al
yes
no

3
hybrid Nb/Al
yes
yes

The dimensions of JJs in ux qubits were halved, 0.2×0.5 µm2
for the large junctions and the α-junctions aimed α being in the
range from 63 % up to 67 %.
Samples #2 and #3 (see Tab. 3.1) contained ux qubits
possessing the Nb and Al parts. The Al part had three Josephson junctions as well, whereas Nb part could posses the SFS
Josephson junction or be just a Nb strip. In this case the Ar
etching was necessary to remove the NbOx , and for the last
measured sample #3 the Ge hard-mask technique was used.
Every hybrid chip contained both types of the Nb-Al hybrid
qubits, with and without π -junctions, which could be therefore
measured in the same cool-down run. Thorough designs of ux
qubit chips is presented in Sec. 4.2.1 and Sec. 4.2.2.

3.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, the fabrication process of Al-based as well
as Nb-Al hybrid ux qubits with Josephson junctions and π junctions was described. The challenge was in removing the
NbOx without damaging the PMMA layers. We developed
procedure of Ar in-situ etching for this purpose. An additional
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technological process included the usage of germanium mask
evaporation.
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In our experiments two cryostats were used. The Oxford
HelioxVL 3 He cryostat had a base temperature of 300 mK and
was used for characterization of hybrid Nb/Al/AlOx /Al/Nb
junctions. The dilution refrigerator KelvinoxIGZ produced
by Oxford Instruments with a cooling power of 100 µW at a
temperature of 100 mK, was used for measurements of all ux
qubits.

4.1 Measurements of hybrid
Nb/Al/AlOx/Al/Nb junctions
It is important to know the values of critical current densities
in Josephson junctions in order to design a ux qubit with
required parameters. The ux qubit gap depends on Ic and
capacitance of its junctions. To determine Ic current-voltage
measurements on test JJs were performed.
After the fabrication process, the sample with test hybrid JJs
was mounted onto the sample holder of the Heliox 3 He cryostat,
shielded with a cryopermalloy shield from uctuations of the
external magnetic eld and cooled down to 300 mK.
Several junctions were destroyed before the cool down during
the rst measurements, presumably due to electrostatic discharge. To prevent this, the Nb pads were shorted before the
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bonding short

Nb
Al Josephson junction
Nb

Al
200 nm

Nb pads were fabricated with the help of standard DC
magnetron sputtering. The inset shows an Aluminum stripe, a
Josephson junction is situated in the middle. A bonding short in parallel to the Josephson junction protects the sample from electrostatic
discharge.
Figure 4.1:

bonding of the sample to the sample holder, in order to protect
the Josephson junction (Fig. 4.1).
While applying a small bias current, the short was removed
manually, and the reference oscilloscope picture showed a voltage jump of the current-voltage characteristic to the expected
value of room temperature resistance of the junction. During
the whole cool-down, a small current of about 20 nA was leaking
through the junction. On one hand, this protected the junction
from the electric discharge, and on the other hand, it helped us
to avoid the current jump in the rst moment of a measurement.
With this protection, all other junctions were successfully investigated. Custom-made analog electronics generated the
current and acquired the voltage from the sample. The wiring
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computer
(signal control &
data acquisition)

control
electronics
(current source &
voltmeter)

room temperature setup
T=293 K

Ibias
Josephson
junction
Vmeas
cryostat
T=300 mK

Schematic of the experimental setup for measurements of
IV characteristics of hybrid Nb/Al/AlOx/Al/Nb Josephson junctions.
Figure 4.2:

consisted of a set-up of twisted pairs, their quantity was dened
by the number of junctions on the chip. The IV curves were
measured using a four-point conguration. The measurements
were controlled by a computer using a National Instruments
interface and a DAC custom-made analog module. The general
scheme of measurements of hybrid JJs is presented in Fig. 4.2.

4.2 Measurements of ux qubits
A frequency-selective readout scheme for several superconducting qubits, which are placed near individual λ/4-resonators
which, in turn, are coupled to the same microwave transmission
line, opens the way to scale qubit circuits up without increasing
the number of measurement lines [13, 53]. If we use a ux qubit
with a π -junction in this scheme, theoretically, we would be
able to shift the working point from Φ0 /2 to 0 without applying
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external ux bias [54], thus minimizing the ux noise in the
qubit loop and improving its coherence time. Additionally, the
possibility of placing several ux qubits with dierent thickness of the ferromagnetic layer in an SFS-junction would give
the possibility to increase the scheme scalability, performing
the readout of several distinguishable ux qubits using a single
transmission line and a single resonator.
We started from fabrication and measurements of ux qubits
consisting of an Al ring interrupted by three Josephson junctions. These were made in order to test the quality of our Al
junctions and the technological process, as well as to nd out the
qubit gap. Furthermore, as satisfactory results were achieved,
the next step was performed, which included fabrication and
measurements of Nb/Al hybrid ux qubits with and without
π -junctions, named hybrid π -qubits and 0 qubits, respectively.

4.2.1 Design of Al-based ux qubits with 3
Josephson junctions
The ux qubit measurements presented in this thesis were
performed on several chips, using the dispersive readout measurement scheme for ux qubits with dierent α-factors. The
design and detailed characteristics of the resonator layout are
presented in [53] and [13], here we will describe them in brief.
The chips were 5×10 mm2 large and included 7 coplanar
waveguide λ/4-resonators with a corresponding geometrical
length from 2762 to 2462 µm in steps of 50 µm (10J-SPMJ5).
The corresponding resonance frequencies were estimated to
range from 10.640 GHz for the longest resonator up to 11.72
GHz for the shortest one, in steps of approximately 180 MHz.
The resonators were capacitively coupled to a transmission
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λ/4 resonators

(a)

transmission line
resonator shorted end
(b)

8 μm

(c)
Josephson junction
1 μm

Al flux qubit

Micrograph of a sample #1 with Al ux qubits. a)
The complete chip. Seven λ/4-resonators are capacitively coupled
to a transmission line with an elbow resonator open end. The white
square outlines the location of an Al ux qubit. b) The Al ux qubit
interrupted by three Josephson junctions is situated near the shorted
end of the resonator and thus inductively couples to it. The black
square marks the area of a large JJ. The α-factor is designed to be in
the range from 67% to 69% in steps of 0.4%. c) The large Josephson
junction had an area of about 0.2×0.5 µm2 .
Figure 4.3:

line using elbow couplers. The coupling strength was chosen
to result in an external quality factor of ≈ 1500. The inner
conductor of each resonator had a width of W=20 µm, the gap
between the central strip and the ground was G=11 µm. At
the shorted end the resonators were narrowed to W=1 µm and
had G=8 µm, where Al ux qubits were placed.
Six Al-based ux qubits were situated near the six longest resonators, one was left for reference measurements. Flux qubits
had a loop area of 4×12 µm2 and α-factor variation from 67% to
69% in steps of 0.4%. The critical currents of the large Joseph-
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son junctions were supposed to be around 1.57 µA, resulting in
a corresponding persistent current Ip around 1 µA, giving an
estimated qubit gap in the range of 1.96 to 3.39 GHz and estimated bare coupling of 128 MHz. The qubits were galvanically
decoupled from the resonators. Traps for Abrikosov vortices
[55] of size 10×10 µm2 surround the shorted resonator ends, as
can be seen in Fig. 4.3 (a). The detailed view of the sample is
presented in Figs. 4.3 (a,b,c). The measurement results of the
samples will be discussed in Chap. 5.

4.2.2 Design of Nb/Al hybrid 0- and π-qubits
After the successful measurements of spectroscopy plots of Al
ux qubits (see Sec. 5.3), the design with Nb/Al hybrid 0- and
π -qubits were created. There were a few major changes in the
design in comparison to the design of Al-based ux qubits:
1. Three chips with the dispersive readout scheme were situated on every substrate 12×12 mm2 large, with the resonator
shorted ends directed to the center of the substrate. They dier
from each other by the SFS areas, which were 8×8 µm2 , 10×10
µm2 and 14×14 µm2 large.
2. The forth corner of the chip was occupied by a test π junction. As it was mentioned in Chap. 3, the technological
process could aect the thickness of the ferromagnetic layer
of the π -junction, thus leading to a π → 0 transition. The
critical currents of the test π -junctions were determined after
the low-temperature measurements of ux qubits in the dilution
refrigerator.
3. The resonators were squeezed closer to the center of the
substrate. This was a requirement of the π -junction technology
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Table 4.1:

Characteristics of hybrid qubits on the sample #2.

resonator
qubit type
contain SFS
contain SiOx

#1
π
0
yes no
yes yes

#2
π
yes
yes

#3
π
yes
yes

#4
π1
yes
yes

#5
0
no
yes

#6
0
no
no

#7
no
no
no

The forth resonator is shorted to the ground through the π -junction,
see Fig. 4.5, (c).
1

(see Chap. 3). The CuNi thickness was supposed to be uniform
in the middle circle of the substrate with a diameter of 3-4 mm.
4. A resonator shorted to the ground through the π -junction
was added in order to investigate the noise which could be added
to the system by a π -junction.
5. Nb pads for hybrid Josephson junctions were designed on
every chip. Measurements of hybrid JJs will be discussed in
Sec. 4.1.
Let us now consider the design of the chips in details.
The chips were 6.3×6.3 mm2 large, and included 7 coplanar
waveguide λ/4-resonators with a corresponding geometrical
length from 2764 to 2414 µm. At the shorted end the resonators
were narrowed to W=2 µm. The overview of the structures,
situated near each resonator, is presented in Tab. 4.1.
The longest three resonators had lengths from 2764 to 2664
µm in steps of 50 µm. Near the shorted end of the rst resonator
two ux qubits with and without integrated SFS Cu0.47 Ni0.53
π -junction were placed (π - and 0-qubits), opposite to each other
in their own gap (see Fig. 4.4). The gaps increased their area
up to 37.5×50 µm2 and 39.5×50 µm2 , respectively, because of
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the Nb part size requirements. The alignment in the optical
lithography process in Russia had a precision of about 3 µm.
In addition, the Al part could be attached only to the bottom
Nb layer, which was structured by RIE and thus had a smooth
edge. All this restrictions led to a size of 20×45 µm2 of the
Nb qubit part. The loop area was designed to be equal for
both qubits, but the distance to the shorted end was 1 µm for
the π -qubit and 2 µm for the 0-qubit. This led to 10 GHz
and 8 GHz of expected bare coupling energy (2.39) for each
qubit, respectively. The aluminum part of the ux qubits was
interrupted by three Josephson junctions, one α times smaller
than the other two.

(a)

(b)

π-qubit

0-qubit

resonator

1 mm

µm

20 µm

π-junction

resonator

Nb via

a) λ/4 resonator capacitively coupled to a transmission
line. b) Optical picture of two hybrid Nb/Al ux qubits placed near
the shorted end of the longest λ/4 resonator. The Nb part of the left
qubit contains an SFS Cu0.47 Ni0.53 π -junction. The right qubit has
a Nb "via" structure forming a superconducting short. The circles
mark the positions of the aluminum Josephson junctions.
Figure 4.4:
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The second and the third resonator contained a single π qubit. The forth resonator didn't contain any qubit, but was
shorted to the ground through a π -junction, see Fig. 4.5, (c).
Its length was 100 µm less than that of the third resonator,
in order to take into account a shift of the resonant frequency
implied by a π -junction, discovered by Fengbin Song (private
communication).
(a) 1st resonator

(b)2nd & 3rd resonator (c) 4th resonator

(d) 5th resonator (e) 6th resonator

(f) 7th resonator

Micrograph of the shorted ends of all resonators on the
sample #2. The holes in the ground play the role of ux traps.
a) The rst (longest) resonator with 0- and π -qubits. The 0-qubit
had the SiOx spacer between the top and bottom Nb layers. b)
The second and the third resonator contained a single π -qubit. c)
The forth resonator was shorted through a π -junction to the ground
plane. d)The fth resonator had a 0-qubit with the SiOx spacer
between the top and bottom Nb layers. e) The sixth resonator with
a 0-ux qubit, which didn't contain the SiOx spacer. f) The seventh
resonator was left empty for reference measurements.
Figure 4.5:

The fth resonator had a qubit with both the Nb part and
the SiOx spacer, but without a ferromagnetic layer. This qubit
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was intended to be compared with the π -qubits in order to see,
whether the CuNi integration resulted in additional noise in the
system. The qubit near the sixth resonator contained only the
Nb lm as the Nb part, in order to make the same conclusions
about the spacing SiOx layer. The seventh resonator gap didn't
contain any Nb part, such that it was possible to leave it empty
or to put an Al ux qubit for reference measurements.
The large Al JJs of all qubits had an area of about 0.2×0.5 µm2 .
The designed variation in α-factor from 69 % to 71 % in steps
of 0.4 %. Due to the oxidation conditions in our evaporation
set-up, see Sec. 3.3 the critical current of the large Josephson
junctions was about 1 µA. Their capacitance was estimated to
be C=4.43 fF. The qubit gap ∆ was estimated to be in the range
of 2.3-3.5 GHz. All realized types of structures placed in the
gaps near the shorted resonator ends are shown in Fig. 4.5.
It is well-known that a fabrication process always leaves an
uncertainty in parameters, and the experimental curve is the
only instance to prove real qubit characteristics.
The Al-based and hybrid qubit chips were measured in the
same dilution refrigerator with the same wiring and ltering
scheme. The obtained data will be described in detail below.

4.2.3 Sample holders
In order to x the sample in the setup and for wiring to measurement electronics, dierent kinds of sample holders are used.
They contain a PCB with planar dc copper wiring. The chip
was glued with a low-temperature varnish. For measurements
of IV-characteristics we used sample-holders with 24 Cu pads
and wires arranged further in twisted pairs going to the roomtemperature tunnel electronics as illustrated in Fig. 4.2. For
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the qubit measurements, SMB microwave connectors were soldered on a PCB. These sample holders represent a box, with the
sample placed inside. Microwave cables are attached through
the upper side of the box, which contains also a hole to insert
a low-inductance coil (named further the fast coil) for qubit
spectroscopy measurements, as shown in Fig. 4.7.
The inner part of the box is covered by epoxy mixed with
copper powder in order to reduce the reection of microwaves
inside the box, therefore damping parasitic resonances of the
sample-holder. This is important for qubit measurements, as
the resonances are tending to couple directly to the qubit,
reducing its coherence time and smear the spectra.
The sample holder box is surrounded by the ux-bias coil.
It consists of 1500 windings of the NbTi wire, which becomes
superconducting at a temperature of about 9 K.

Bonding
To connect the chip with the measurement set-up we used IPT
HB06 ultrasonic wire bonding machine. The sample holder and
the transmission line were galvanically connected with 25µm
wide aluminum wires using the ultrasonic welding technique.
We also needed to connect the ground plane of the chip with
the ground of the sample holder in order to avoid parasitic
potentials. In order to lower the bond inductance, thus avoiding
an impedance mismatch between the transmission line of the
chip and the sample holder several wires were bonded to the
transmission line. The chip placed in the sample-holder and
ready for measurements is depicted in Fig. 4.6.
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(a)

(b)
bonding wires

SMB
connectors
planar copper wiring

a) A sample bonded to the sample holder for the Oxford
Instruments KelvinoxIGZ dilution refrigerator. b) A sample bonded
to the sample holder of the Oxford HelioxVL 3 He cryostat.

Figure 4.6:

fast coil

flux bias coil

The sample-holder for qubit measurements with a sample.
It is possible to see the fast coil for spectroscopy measurements,
inserted through a hole in the upper side of the housing.

Figure 4.7:
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Magnetic shields
Flux qubit measurements are very sensitive to any external
magnetic noise. Unfortunately, the environment always provides it, for example, the earth magnetic eld, magnetic eld
uctuations from pumps and neighboring setups, etc. In order
to reduce their impact the sample holder box is placed in a
superconducting lead shield and then in a µ-metal cryoperm
shield (see Fig. 4.8, (b)).

4.2.4 Microwave measurements
The dispersive readout is based on the fact that due to the
coupling to its dedicated qubit, each resonator acquires a resonance frequency shift depending on the state of the qubit, see
2.52:

∆ωr = ±

g̃ 2
,
ωq − ωr

(4.1)

where g̃ is the eective coupling of the resonator to the ux qubit,
ωq is the transition frequency between the |0i and |1i qubit
states, and ωr is the resonance frequency of the unperturbed
resonator. From (4.1) we see that when the qubit is far-detuned
from the resonator frequency ωq  ωr , the dispersive shift is
small. When the qubit frequency approaches the one of the
resonator, a relatively large dispersive shift ∆ωr occurs.
It is also important that resonators have high quality factors,
resulting in clearly indistinguishable resonance curves.
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4.2.5 Dilution refrigerator and microwave equipment
In order to reach even lower temperatures than 300 mK, one
has to use more complex methods. The most known way is used
in current dilution refrigerator setups based on the properties
of 3 He/4 He mixture. After being cooled down to 870 mK,
the mixture separates to a 3 He-rich phase (the concentrated
phase) and a 3 He-poor phase (the dilute phase). At very low
temperatures the rich phase consists only of 3 He, while the
dilute phase has approximately 6.6 % of 3 He and 93.4 % of 4 He.
In the mixing chamber two phases are separated by a phase
boundary, and 3 He from the rich phase dilutes adiabatically
into the dilute phase. This is an endothermic process and it
removes the heat from the mixing chamber environment. The
heat needed for this process provides the useful cooling power of
the refrigerator. This technique was proposed by Heinz London
in early 1950th and allowed one to reach temperatures down to
2 mK.
For the low-temperature measurements of our qubits we used
the dilution refrigerator KelvinoxIGZ produced by Oxford Instruments with a cooling power of 100 µW at a temperature
of 100 mK. For the application of a microwave signal we used
a commercial Anritsu VectorStar MS4642A network analyzer
(VNA) [56], designed to measure continuous wave signals between 70 kHz and 40 GHz transmitted through and reected
from a device. The overview of the experimental setup and
magnetic shielding is presented in Fig. 4.8.
The room temperature readout scheme is shown in Fig. 4.9.
The idea and technical realization of the setup was performed
by Marcus Jerger and Stefano Poletto, being described in detail
in [53, 13]. Here we present it in brief. The wiring consisted of
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(a)

(b)

(c)

a) The sample-holder box prepared for attaching to the
dilution fridge. b) Magnetic shielding of the sample-holder and the
wiring with two circulators. c) Dilution refrigerator overview.
Figure 4.8:

input and output microwave cables (to and from the delution
refrigerator), connected to the transmission line of the sample,
and a set of low-frequency twisted pairs, one of which was used
for the ux bias coil. The signal from the qubit was picked up
by a low-loss Nb cable and amplied by a broadband cryogenic
amplier LNF6-20, thermally anchored to the 4.2 K stage. The
measurements were performed at a temperature of T ≈ 25 mK.
For eld response measurements we swept electrical current
through the bias coil, thus changing the magnetic ux through
the qubit loop. At the same time we probed the λ/4 resonator
frequency ωr with a microwave signal from the VNA.
In order to reconstruct the qubit parameters, frequency spectroscopy measurements were carried out. Two microwave signals were applied to the feed line. One excited the qubit and
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thereby changed the dispersive shift of the resonator frequency,
and another weakly probed the resonator frequency.

Amplication and ltering inside the dilution
refrigerator
As already mentioned above, the ux qubit measurements
are very vulnerable to external noise, including thermal and
electromagnetic noise. That is why several lters and ampliers
were placed inside the dilution refrigerator, for the essential
information about the setup see [53] and [13].
In the input line, which feeds the transmission line of the
sample, 3 attenuators of 20 dBm each were placed on the 4.2 K
and 30 mK plates. Our input coaxial cables were made from
stainless steel, which provided another 10 dB.
For the output line due to the very weak qubit signal we
couldn't use attenuators, but we still needed to protect the
sample from thermal noise which could come through the cable
from the higher temperature stages. That is why circulators
were used - the signal from the qubit passed without attenuation, but for the other way around they supply isolation of
several tens of dB in the required frequency range.
We had three circulators in our output line. Two Pamtech
XTE1238K cryogenic circulators for 8-12 GHz frequency range
were placed right after the sample at the 30 mK plate and gave an
isolation of 20 dB each. The Mini-Circuits VHF-8400+ bandpass lter for 8-12 GHz frequency range was installed right after
the circulator chain. The third circulator was placed on the 4.2
K stage, had 8-18 GHz frequency range and 20 dB of isolation.
For increasing the useful signal/noise ratio a cryogenic HEMT
amplier at the 4.2 K stage was used, giving a gain of 26 dB.
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microwave
generator
network
analyzer

fast coil line
input line

output line

dilution refrigerator

microwave
generator

10.65 GHz +26dB -3dB +26dB

Schematic picture of the room-temperature measurement scheme. There are two room-temperature ampliers with a gain
of +26 dB each and a lter for 6.3-15 GHz frequency range placed
right before the network analyzer. The attenuation of -3 dB between
the ampliers serves to damp reections of microwave signals in the
wire. The ux qubit excitation signal from the microwave generator
can be applied in two ways: directly through the transmission line,
the correspondent schematic part is shown by the continuous line,
and through the fast coil line, shown by the dashed line. The input
line is a stainless steel line, which is not superconducting. It adds
additional attenuation of the thermal noise, which can enter from
the upper stages. The output line is made from a superconducting
CuNb wire, which doesn't damp the qubit signal. The input fast coil
line is also made from CuNb, but the coupling of the fast coil is so
weak that uctuations in it don't disturb the qubit. At the network
analyzer ports dc-breaks are installed in order to lter low-frequency
noise components. The network analyzer has a range of ±20 dB
attenuation/gain, which can be used for ne power tuning. The
reections in the wiring were suppressed by adding 1 dB attenuators
between the circulator and VNA in the output line.
Figure 4.9:
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input line
4.2 K

fast coil line

20dB

20dB

30 mK
20dB

20dB
sample

output line
Cryogenic
amplifier

filter

Wiring and ltering inside the dilution refrigerator, [53].
Attenuators, circulators and cryogenic amplier are placed on the
4.2 K and 30 mK plates.
Figure 4.10:

The fast-coil line was also supplied by two 20 dB attenuators
on the 30 mK and 4.2 K plates, although its coupling to the
sample is small.
Noise in the ux-bias coil was reduced by LC low-pass lters
placed at 1.6 K temperature. The wiring inside the cryostat
is shown in Fig. 4.10. A circled arrow in a box represents a
circulator.

Data acquisition
During the measurements, a computer controlled the microwave
generator, the network analyzer and the tunnel electronics, as
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well as received the data through a GPIB interface. Python
software was developed by Markus Jerger [53] especially for
ux qubit stationary and time-domain measurements, giving
the possibility to observe measurements in progress. For tting operations and a background calibration of color-coded
resonator's signal plots vs. both coil current and frequency the
MATLAB environment was used.
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their discussion

5.1 Characterization of hybrid Josephson
junctions
Characterization of the hybrid Nb/Al/AlOx /Al/Nb Josephson
junctions with dierent times of Ar beam NbOx etching gave
interesting results. The rst attempts of NbOx removal were
performed with the Ar beam etching during 1 minute and
accelerating beam voltage of about 1kV. The IV characteristics
showed the presence of the residual NbOx , they had additional
features at a linear combination of superconducting gap voltages
of Nb and Al, discussed for similar structures in [57] and [58]
(see Fig. 5.1).
For the developed Ar etching procedure, the current-voltage
curves were identical to common Al/AlOx /Al Josephson junction IV characteristics (see Fig. 5.2), thus showing no evidence
of the Nb/NbOx /Al interface.
Switching current values of Is = 2 ± 0.54µA and re-trapping
currents of around It = 1± 0.25 µA were measured for junctions, fabricated on several chips. From the area of the junctions we could estimate the corresponding junction capacitance
C ≈ 8.8 ± 1.8 fF. The pronounced back-bending of the retrapping current branch visible in Fig. 5.2 is rather typical
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5.1:
Current-voltage characteristics of a hybrid
Nb/Al/AlOx /Al/Nb Josephson junction made using the Ar etching time of 60 s and an accelerating voltage U=1 kV. The inset shows
a zoom in hysteresis of IV around V=0 mV.

Figure

Figure 5.2: A typical current-voltage characteristic of a hybrid
Nb/Al/AlOx /Al/Nb Josephson junction made using the developed
Ar etching procedure, see Chap. 3. Re-trapping current back-bending
is explained by the self-heating of the junction.
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Estimated ux qubit gap variation versus a normalized
ux bias for dierent critical currents of a Josephson junction. Qubit
parameters are chosen to be in accord with designed parameters of
the hybrid π -qubit for the sample #1, resonator #1, discussed in
Sec. 5.4: α=0.69 and Ec =2.9·10−24 J.
Figure 5.3:

for vacuum-based transport measurements of sub-micron aluminum junctions of high critical current density and can be
explained by non-equilibrium eects due to the junction selfheating. This self-heating is also responsible for about 20%
reduction in the measured value of the gap voltage Vg [59].
Zooming the IV curves, one can see a small nonlinearity
at a voltage range corresponding to the double gap of Nb.
This feature is poorly pronounced and will not aect relevant
characteristics of Josephson junctions (Fig. 5.2).
The expected variation of a ux qubit gap versus the critical
current density of Josephson junctions is illustrated in Fig. 5.3
and Tab. 5.1. The critical current of the Josephson junction
Ic depends exponentially on the inverted barrier thickness 1/d
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Table 5.1:

Qubit gap frequency for dierent supercurrents.

Supercurrent Ic , nA
500
1000
1500
2000

Ec /EJ
0.0175
0.0088
0.0059
0.0044

Qubit gap frequency ∆, GHz
5.65
3.53
2.17
1.35

[60], while the Josephson junction capacitance C ∼ 1/d. Therefore small changes of d cause the strong variation of Ic , but
rather small variation of C. In addition, the AlOx barrier has a
nonuniform thickness [61], which varies from 1 to 2 nm even for
a constant pressure of 0.5 mbar, thus dening the uncertainty
in the charging energy of Josephson junctions.
One can see, that even with the critical current Ic two times
smaller or larger than actual measured value 1 µA, the qubit
gap variation should not exceed 4 GHz (see Fig. 5.3 and Tab.
5.1). In these terms, one could say, that the qubit gap ∆ is
quite robust with respect to the critical current variation.
On the other hand, the dependence of the ux qubit gap on
the α-factor is much stronger (see Fig. 5.4 and Tab. 5.2). 10%
variation of the α-factor gives a huge dierence of 12 GHz in
the ux qubit gap value. As mentioned above, 1% of α-factor
corresponds in our process to 5 nm of JJ length. For example,
30 nm deviation from 335 nm of the α-junction length can
easily occur due to the lift o, thus inuencing the ux qubit
gap signicantly.
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Estimated ux qubit gap variation versus normalized
ux bias for dierent α-factors. Qubit parameters are chosen to
be in accord with hybrid π -qubit spectroscopy measurements for
the sample #1, resonator #1, discussed in Sec. 5.4: Ic =1 µA,
EJ =3.3·10−22 J and Ec =2.9·10−24 J.
Figure 5.4:

5.2 Flux qubits measurements
5.2.1 Readout resonator characterization
The chip characterization starts from measuring the frequencies of the resonators on the chip. They are designed as notch
lters, therefore a signal transmitted through the feed line
should display several dips vs frequency. A typical Nb resonator, on which the measurements of Al-based ux qubits
were performed, displays this kind of dip presented in Fig. 5.5.
In case of the overloaded resonator, its bandwidth is measured
at 3 dB power above the minimum of the transmitted signal, and
the internal quality factor Qint can be dened as the inverted
normalized bandwidth of the resonance curve. The loaded
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Table 5.2:

Qubit gap frequency for dierent α-factors.

Supercurrent Ic , nA
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

α-factor
0.59
0.63
0.65
0.67
0.69

Qubit gap frequency ∆, GHz
15.58
9.85
7.27
5.16
3.5

quality factor Qload can be found as the inverted bandwidth at
-3dB power below the unity transmission level, see Fig. 5.5.
Therefore, the loss rate to the external circuit or Qext can be
obtained from

1
1
1
=
−
Qext
Qload Qint

(5.1)

In more general case, Qint is dened as inverted normalized
bandwidth at the point where the power dissipated on the
internal resistor is halved in comparison to the resonance point.
The loaded quality factor is determined at the point, where the
reactance of the resonator is equal to the sum of the internal
and external resistance. The detailed derivation of Qint and
Qext using equivalent circuit and scattering matrix approaches
can be found in [62] and [63].

5.2.2 Working point calibration
In order to perform dispersive measurements, we set the frequency close the resonator frequency and sweep the current of
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3 dB

3 dB

1/Qload

1/Qint

Resonator measurements for quality factor estimations,
the sample #1, resonator #1 with fr =10.4885 GHz.
Figure 5.5:

the ux bias coil. It was discussed in Sec. 2.5.3, that the dispersive shift of the bare resonator frequency is dependent on the
detuning of the ux qubit frequency from resonator frequency
ω rq = ω r − ω q , see equation (2.52). The qubit is far detuned
from the resonator for all ux bias values except a few mΦ0
around the Φ0 /2 point. At this point, as the dispersive shift
is proportional to ω −1
rq , at zero ux bias we observe the bare
resonator frequencies. Thus, if we set the network analyzer
frequency to the bare resonator frequency and sweep the ux
bias, we should be able to distinguish a ux qubit state, encoded
in the phase and amplitude of the transmitted signal.
As a result of the Φ0 -periodic behavior of the ux qubit transition frequency, (see Fig. 2.7), we obtain a periodic magnetic
eld response of a dispersive shift of the resonator (see Fig. 5.6).
From this graph one can estimate a coil bias current ∆I, corresponding to one magnetic ux quantum Φ0 penetrating the
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Ф0/2+nФ0
Ф0

Figure 5.6: Example of the eld response of the ux qubit. The data
are obtained for the sample #2, resonator #5 xed at the resonance
frequency of fr =10.4885 GHz.

qubit loop. For this particular sample and resonator, we found
∆I = 457 µA. Further one of the peaks of the eld response is
chosen and zoomed in. If the qubit gap frequency ∆ is smaller,
than the resonator frequency ωr /2π , the peak is doubled (see
Fig. 5.7). In this case, two peaks mark the places, where a ux
qubit energy level splitting equals √
to the resonator frequency
as it is described by equation ωq = ∆2 + 2 (see Fig. 5.7).
If the measurements are done at microwave powers high
enough to populate the higher resonator levels, we should be able
to see high-order transitions in Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian
(2.41) discussed, for example, in Refs. [53], [64] and [65]. This
could give an understanding of side peaks near the avoided
level crossing peaks in Fig. 5.7. However, the spectroscopy
of the qubit in Fig. 5.10 shows some strange unexplained
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resonances, marked by black dashed lines, appearing at the
constant magnetic eld, which could be also a reason for the
side peaks.

avoided level
crossing peaks

symmetry
point

Zoom in the double peak of the eld response, sample
#1, resonator #1 with fr =10.4885 GHz.
Figure 5.7:

If there is just a single eld response peak, the qubit gap
frequency is higher than the resonator frequency, unless the
resonator dip is too shallow (its quality factor is too low) to
resolve the avoided level crossing peaks. Thus, if the quality
factor of a resonator is high, the qubit gap should be higher
than the resonator resonance frequency.

5.2.3 Two-tone measurements.
It is possible to directly excite a qubit by applying an additional
microwave tone to the feed line (see Sec. 2.3.3). If the frequency
of the signal is adjusted to a |-,ni → |+,ni (see Sec. 2.5.3 and
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(2.44)) transition of the Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian, we
will be able to excite oscillations between the qubit states. This
causes the changes of the resonator eigenfrequency with the
Raby frequency Ω, thus inuencing the phase and the amplitude
of the transmitted signal. In principle, higher transitions can
be also observed using this method.
The symmetry point of the qubit spectrum is situated between the avoided level crossing peaks. If we now make a
frequency scan with the second microwave tone at the symmetry point coil bias current, at some frequency we will see the
sign, which corresponds to the qubit symmetry point (see Fig.
5.8).

sign of a qubit
symmetry point

A sign of a ux qubit gap ∆ on the frequency scan at
a symmetry point for sample #1 resonator #1 at fr =10.4885 GHz
and at a symmetry point coil bias current Icoil = 231 µA.
Figure 5.8:

These three points (two avoided level crossing peaks and a
sign of the qubit symmetry point) give us a range for further
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5.3 Characterization of Al-based ux qubits, sample #1
Table 5.3:

resonator
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Measured characteristics of resonators, sample #1.
Resonance frequency, GHz
10.488
10.671
10.866
11.058
11.262
11.492
11.723

Quality factor
80680
11600
20502
141775
9640
13416
25501

measurements of color-coded resonator's signal plots vs. both
coil current and qubit excitation frequency.
We can thus get the spectroscopy picture, e. g. a ux
dependence of the qubit transition frequency, by sweeping a ux
bias coil current and a microwave spectroscopy tone frequency.

5.3 Characterization of Al-based ux
qubits, sample #1
The technique and setups described above were rst used for
spectroscopy measurements of ux qubits, which were fully
made of aluminum, in order to check the fabrication parameters
on a simple system. Resonator frequencies were measured and
quality factors were estimated as represented in Tab. 5.3.
Sweeps of coil bias current showed a periodic response for
all six resonators. This allowed us to calibrate the coil current
per ux quantum ∆I and determine the mutual inductance
Mq,coil between qubits and the ux bias coil, as summarized in
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frequency, fmeas-fr (MHz)

Tab. 5.4. From the design of the sample we expected that the
largest mutual inductance between the ux bias coil and the
qubit should occur for the center qubit (qubit #4), because it
is situated closest to the symmetry axis of the coil. However, in
the presence of the superconducting ground plane the screening
currents generate an additional ux bias in the qubit loops thus
changing the period of the eld response and the qubit-coil
mutual inductance [53].

1.25
0.25
-0.25
-1.25

266

270
274
coil bias current (mA)

Figure 5.9: Anticrossing measurements at resonator #1 on the
sample #1, fr =10.4885 GHz. Blue color indicates the amplitude
response of the resonator in arbitrary units. Black dashed line marks
a symmetry point coil bias current. White dashed lines mark the
external ux bias, where ωq → ωr , see Eq. 4.1.

Fig. 5.9 shows the qubit-resonator anticrossings in the transmitted signal for the resonator #1 (color-coded) vs. both coil
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5.3 Characterization of Al-based ux qubits, sample #1
Table 5.4:

device
1
3
4
5
6

Measured characteristics of Al ux qubits for sample #1.

α
67 %
67.8 %
68.2 %
68.6 %
69 %

∆measured
2.1 GHz
≈1.31 GHz
1.6 GHz
1.0 GHz
0.9 GHz

∆estimated
3.4 GHz
2.77 GHz
2.5 GHz
2.2 GHz
2.0 GHz

∆Iperiod
386 µA
241 µA
211 µA
195 µA
188 µA

Mq,coil
5.4 pH
8.6 pH
9.8 pH
10 pH
11 pH

The gap of the qubit near the third resonator was below the
frequency measurement range.
1

bias current and frequency. The microwave tone probes the
frequency of the resonator coupled to the qubit and the resonator shift is expected to occur in agreement with (2.52) from
Sec. 2.5.3. In Fig. 5.9 we can clearly see, that indeed the
frequency of resonator coupled to the ux qubit changes with
the magnetic ux biasing of the qubit, being sensitive to its
detuning from the resonator resonance frequency ωrq .
Flux qubit spectroscopy was performed on ve resonators.
Their properties are summarized in Tab. 5.4. One can see, that
the measured gap diers from the designed values, at maximum,
by about 1.5 GHz. The larger α-factor is, the smaller are both
estimated and measured qubit gaps, as expected from theory
in Sec. 2.3.2.
As an example, in Fig. 5.10 the spectroscopy plot of the ux
qubit situated near the rst resonator is shown. From a t of
the spectroscopy plot of the ux qubit near this resonator it was
possible to dene the approximate parameters of the qubit: the
critical current of the junction Ic = 1.6±0.4µA, the capacitance
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frequency (GHz)

10
8
v

6

v

4
2
208
211
214
flux bias current (μA)

Figure 5.10: Amplitude of the microwave probe tone transmission
through the feed line, coupled to the λ/4 resonator with the ux
qubit, sample #1, resonator #1 at fr =10.488 GHz. Blue color
indicates the amplitude response of the resonator in arbitrary units.

of the junction C = 4.4 ± 0.9 fF, tted α = 69%, which correspond to EJ = (5.2 ± 1.2)·10−22 J, Ec = (2.9 ± 0.6)·10−24 J
and the qubit gap frequency ∆ = 2.1 GHz. The dierence between the tted α-factor, equal to 69%, and the designed one,
equal to 67%, can be explained by broadening of the lithography pattern in comparison to the designed one. These values
are in agreement with the normal state resistance data from
room temperature measurements of test Josephson junctions
and STM pictures of the overlap between Al electrodes [61].
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5.4 Measurements of hybrid Al/Nb ux qubits with and
without π-junction, samples #2 and #3
The similar Al-based ux qubits were fabricated for uxon
readout measurement scheme, results on their measurements
are presented in Refs. [28, 66] and [67].

5.4 Measurements of hybrid Al/Nb ux
qubits with and without π-junction,
samples #2 and #3
The design of hybrid ux qubits was described in details in Sec.
4.2.2. It was not evident, how the presence of Nb stripe or a
π -junction in the ux qubit loop can aect the qubit gap, in
most unpleasant case it could be shifted higher than 20 or 40
GHz, where it was dicult to measure the spectrum. Therefore
I decided to design the qubit gap even lower than in Al-based ux
qubits, aiming for α-factors ranging from 69% to 71% in steps
of 0.4%. Two samples were successfully fabricated, see Tab.
3.1 and measured, their measurement results are summarized
in Tabs. 5.6 and 5.8.
Sample #2 (see Tab. 3.1) was fabricated with an MMA/PMMA
stack without using the Ge mask technique. Partly it had shorts
between Josephson α-junction and Al loop of the qubit, which
could aect the qubit gap. According to the estimations, a
qubit gap could become only lower with increasing of α. This
sample was made after just one fabrication cycle, with relatively
low baking temperatures of about 130 ◦ C.
Sample #3 was fabricated using an MMA/Ge/PMMA stack
and had no shorts. It suered from several fabrication cycles
with up to 10 baking processes with temperatures of about
155 ◦ C, which may have inuenced the properties of CuNi
layer.
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Measurements of sample #2
With this sample, two cool-downs were performed, the second
one with improved ltering and an additional circulator. In both
cases we measured resonator frequencies and quality factors (see
Fig. 5.11). The current of the ux-bias coil was set to zero for
the measurement.

a m p litu d e ( a . u .)

-3 0

-4 0

-5 0
2 n d ru n
1 s t ru n

-6 0
1 0 .0

1 0 .5

1 1 .0

1 1 .5

1 2 .0

fre q u e n c y (G H z )
Figure 5.11: Microwave transmission vs frequency for the sample#2
with hybrid Nb/Al ux qubits at zero ux bias for two cool-downs. It
is clearly seen that there are only 4 pronounced dips instead of seven
for the second cool-down.

In Fig. 5.11, one can see 7 dips with dierent quality factors,
the sharpest two refer to the empty resonator and, perhaps
surprisingly, the resonator shorted through a π -junction to the
ground. In the second run, shown with the black line, the third,
the fth and the sixth resonator dips became so shallow that it
was impossible to distinguish them from the noise. It couldn't
happen due to the additional contamination of the sample in
the second run, because the sample holder (4.7) was not opened
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5.4 Measurements of hybrid Al/Nb ux qubits with and
without π-junction, samples #2 and #3
Table 5.5:

cool-down.

Characteristics of resonators for the sample #2, rst

Resonator
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Resonance frequency
10.218 GHz
10.316 GHz
10.569 GHz
11.177 GHz
11.382 GHz
11.521 GHz
11.785 GHz

Quality factor
3000
1300
550
10500
1300
350
13250

in the break between these two cool-downs. We just installed
an additional circulator in the output line. We believe, that
quality factor reduction happened due to Abrikosov vortices,
which could be trapped near the resonator. It was investigated
in [68], that as the core of the vortex is not superconducting and
they move in the presence of microwave eld, the dissipation
plays an important role, signicantly inuencing the resonator
quality factor. The magnitude of the dissipation depends on
the position of the vortices and their amount, and the maximum
quality factor reduction observed in [68] for Al resonators was
up to 4000.
Unfortunately, the quality factor of the Nb resonators with
Nb/Al hybrid ux qubits was rather low. It varied between 350
for the sixth resonator to 3000 for the rst resonator with two
ux qubits. The detailed information about all resonators is
given in Tab. 5.5.
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frequency (GHz)

16.5

15.5

14.5
703

705
flux bias current (μA)

707

Figure 5.12: Amplitude of a microwave probe tone transmitted
through the feed line, coupled to the λ/4 resonator, sample #2,
resonator #1 with fr =10.218 GHz.

In spite of the bad quality factors, eld responses and even
spectroscopy lines of several devices were measured. The spectroscopy plots of one of the hybrid qubits situated near the rst
resonator is depicted in Fig. 5.12.
For tting curves, a critical current Ic = 1 ± 0.3 µA and a
thickness of oxide barrier d = 2±0.5 nm were taken from the IV
curves of hybrid Josephson junctions (see Sec. 5.1) and TEM
measurements [61], respectively. They resulted in the following
values for the two tting parameters: EJ = (3.3 ± 0.9)·10−22 J,
Ec = (2.9 ± 0.6)·10−24 J. The tted α-factor was found to be
59.6 % for the measured qubit gap ∆ = 14.9 GHz. It is quite a
large deviation from the designed value of α = 69.4 % and could,
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5.4 Measurements of hybrid Al/Nb ux qubits with and
without π-junction, samples #2 and #3

frequency (GHz)

18
17
16
15
965

985
1005
flux bias current (μA)

Amplitude of a microwave probe tone transmission
through the feed line, coupled to the λ/4 resonator, sample #2,
resonator #1 with fr =10.218 GHz.
Figure 5.13:

most probably, be explained by a variation of the Al Josephson
junction area. However, the experiments with Al-based ux
qubits showed (see Sec. 5.3), that the technological process
can't give such a large spread in ux qubit gap. Therefore the
nature of qubit gap value deviation from the expectation stays
unclear.
We managed to measure a response from other two hybrid
qubits, situated near the rst and the second resonator. Both
spectroscopy plots are shown on Fig. 5.13 and Fig. 5.14.
Again, there was a large deviation between tted and designed α-factors. The designed α-factors of hybrid ux qubits
with SFS junctions near the rst and the second resonators were
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frequency (GHz)

69 % and 69.8 %, respectively. The tting α-factors appeared
to be 58.8 % and 60.6 %, respectively.

18
16
14
12
-40

-30
-35
flux bias current (μA)

-25

Amplitude of microwave probe tone transmission
through the feed line, coupled to the λ/4 resonator, sample #2,
resonator #2 with fr =10.435 GHz.
Figure 5.14:

The tted parameters of charging energy and Josephson
energy were supposed to be the same, as for the hybrid qubit
without SFS mesa in Fig. 5.12, being EJ = (3.3 ± 0.9)·10−22
J, Ec = (2.9 ± 0.6)·10−24 J because the qubits were done in the
same fabrication cycle.
Interesting results were obtained from the measurements of
qubits with and without SFS mesas near the rst resonator.
We do not name them 0- or π -qubits at the moment because
under some conditions which will be discussed later π - to 0-
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5.4 Measurements of hybrid Al/Nb ux qubits with and
without π-junction, samples #2 and #3
junction transition can occur. One can easily identify two
periods in the eld response in Fig. 5.15.
The eld response of the resonator, coupled to both qubits
is shown in Fig. 5.15. A peak in the transmitted microwave
amplitude occurs when the frequency of one of the qubits ωq1
or ωq2 approaches the resonator frequency ωr , what happens at
a value of the magnetic ux close to Φ0 /2 ± nΦ0 for the qubit
without π -junction and at a value of ±nΦ0 for the qubit with
π -junction, where n is an integer. One can easily identify two
periods in the eld response in Fig. 5.15.
We suppose that the stronger sensitivity of the qubit with
SFS mesa to the applied magnetic eld can be associated with
an additional Josephson inductance of its loop induced by the
π -junction. The amplitudes of the signals from two qubits
are referred to the despersive shift of the resonator, as was
described in (2.52) and can be dierent due to their dierent
coupling strengths g˜1 and g˜2 to the resonator and the detuning
of the qubit gap frequency from the resonator frequency. The
energy gap of a ux qubit is extremely hard to control due to
its very sensitive dependence on the relation between critical
currents for three aluminum junctions. For example, in our
experiment for the ratio in amplitudes of signals equal to 0.5
we obtain the corresponding dierence in α=2 %, what for our
experiments refers to 10 nm of the α-junction length. Such αfactor deviations can easily occur during the fabrication process.
The peaks are single, what gives us the possibility to conclude,
that the ux qubit gap is higher than the resonator frequency.
As was described in Sec. 3.2, the fabrication process of
aluminium ux qubits on a Nb π -junction can inuence the
properties of the latter a lot. At high temperatures Cu atoms
from the CuNi ferromagnetic layer are tending to migrate in
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π-qubit

0-qubit

Figure 5.15: Amplitude response of a probe signal through a transmission line at a xed frequency ω = ωr = 10.218 GHz, sample #2,
resonator #1. One periodic pattern corresponds to the ux qubit
without SFS mesa, another one to the ux qubit with SFS mesa.
The dierence in amplitudes of the signals can be attributed to the
dierent coupling of the qubits to the resonator and to the dierent
detuning of the qubit gap frequency from the resonator frequency. At
the point around Icoil = 700 µA peaks of both qubits are overlapping,
giving the possibility to measure the spectroscopy plot of both qubits
simultaneously.
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without π-junction, samples #2 and #3
the Nb electrodes, thus reducing the thickness of the layer.
The phase shift in the loop depends on the thickness of the
ferromagnetic layer in the juntion, and the π -junction can
transit to the 0-junction if the changes are crucial [16]. As
a result, one of the most important tasks was to determine
whether a junction does really give the π -shift or not.
Let us now sort out two families of periodic peaks in Fig.
5.15. This procedure is not straightforward because of nonideal magnetic shielding. Indeed, one can see from Fig. 5.15
that there is no peak exactly at zero magnetic eld, indicating
the presence of residual magnetic eld in the setup. In Figure
5.16, we have plotted the positions of peaks as a function of
magnetic ux. We assumed that a period for each peak family
is one ux quantum, the residual ux of less than one ux
quantum and the nearest-to-zero peak as corresponding to the
qubit with the π -junction. One can see that both peak families
could be approximated by linear dependencies, each has its own
slope, and their intersection matches to correspond zero total
magnetic eld. At intersection point we have zero magnetic
ux and a π -qubit peak. This makes the peak denition selfconsistent and assigns the peak family with smaller ux bias
period and amplitude to the ux qubit with SFS mesa and we
name it a π -qubit.
After an estimation of the errors we get the position of the
crossing point nc = 3, 438 ± 0.084 Φ0 being oset from the peak
of the π -qubit by ∆Φπ = 0.43 ± 0.08 [69].
We cannot completely rule out a possibility, that we can
mistake with the relation of π -qubit to the peaks with smaller
amplitude. In our samples (see Sec. 4.4) the qubit with
SFS mesa is situated closer to the shorted resonator end for
resonator #1, thus providing stronger inductive coupling to
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π-qubit
0-qubit

Figure 5.16: The magnetic coil currents vs ux quanta.
The
horizontal axis is normalized to have the peaks of the π -qubit at
integer values of Φ/Φ0 .

the resonator. On the other hand, for the peak family with
the smaller amplitude we observe a smaller detuning from the
resonator frequency. From the consideration of values of both
parameters in
g̃ 2
∆ωr = ±
,
(5.2)
ωq − ωr
we can see, that interplay of these two parameters and other
unknown factors denes the response amplitude in our measurements.
There is also a secondary sign, which can help us in developing
the understanding of the pattern. In the year 2006 Kato and
Nakamura published a paper, where it was described that the
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without π-junction, samples #2 and #3

Example of the eld response of the Al-based ux qubit.
The data are obtained for the sample #1, resonator #3 xed at the
resonance frequency of fr =10.886 GHz.
Figure 5.17:

presence of the ferromagnetic layer decreases the coherence
time of the qubit [35]. On our spectroscopy plots we do indeed
observe a wider spectroscopy line for one of the qubits (see Figs.
5.12, 5.13).
In order to bring the above discussion in consequence with
the intersection method, we should suppose, that we have so
bad magnetic shielding in the system, that the oset in eld
response measurements can exceed a half of a ux quanta.
In principle, it is not impossible, because even for Al-based
ux qubit without any SFS mesa the measured shift was quite
signicant, see Fig. 5.17.
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18

16

14

692

698
704
flux bias current (μA)

Amplitude of microwave probe tone transmission
through the feed line, coupled to the λ/4 resonator with two hybrid
qubits with and without SFS mesa, sample #2, resonator #1 with
fr =10.253 GHz.
Figure 5.18:

At the coil bias current around Icoil = 700 µA two peaks on
Fig. 5.15 overlap, giving a wonderful opportunity to perform
spectroscopy of both qubits simultaneously, see Fig. 5.18.
We can clearly see the dierence in qubit gaps being extracted
as 16.3 and 14.9 GHz. The spectroscopy line of both qubits is
smeared what we attribute to the extremely low quality factor
of the resonator. The resonance at about 18.1 GHz is assigned
to the internal sample holder resonance and was subtracted
from data in order to increase the plot contrast.
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5.4 Measurements of hybrid Al/Nb ux qubits with and
without π-junction, samples #2 and #3
Table 5.6:

device
type
period
Mq,coil
α-factor
∆estimated
∆measured

Characteristics of hybrid qubits, sample #2.

1a
π
324
6.4
69
3.5
16.3

1b
0
274
7.6
69.4
3.2
14.9

2
π
285
7.3
69.8
3.0
13.3

3
π
418
4.95
70.2
2.7

5
0
457
4.5
70.6
2.5

6
0
451
4.6
71
2.3

unit

µA
pH
%
GHz
GHz

In Tab. 5.6 the parameters of sample #2 are summarized.
Two qubits, with and without SFS mesa near the rst resonator
are marked in the table as 1a and 1b.
One can observe a signicant dierence in the periods qubits
with and without SFS mesa near the rst resonator ( of about
Icoil = 50 µA of the coil bias current) which one could refer to
the dierence in their inductances, as mentioned above. Also
for this sample we see, that measured and estimated qubit gaps
decrease with increasing of α-factor of the small Al Josephson
junction, as predicted by theory in Sec. 2.3.2.

Measurements of sample #3
The resonators of the sample #3 showed much better quality
factors, in spite of a big number of fabrication cycles performed on this sample. The summary on them is represented
in Tab. 5.8.
The qubits were fabricated aiming the same values of critical currents and capacitances as for sample #2. As a re-
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Table 5.7:

Resonator
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Characteristics of resonators for sample #3.
Resonance frequency
10.253 GHz
10.435 GHz
10.617 GHz
11.245 GHz
11.461 GHz
11.655 GHz
11.748 GHz

Quality factor
20560
10435
15167
22491
22921
1665
783

sult, we do suppose the junction parameters to be Ic =
1 ± 0.3 µA, C = 4.4 ± 0.9 fF, EJ = (3.3 ± 0.9)·10−22 J and
Ec = (2.9 ± 0.6)·10−24 J. In this case, we measured a nice spectroscopy plot of the hybrid 0-qubit on the fth resonator (see
Fig. 5.19) and one from the hybrid ux qubit near the rst
resonator (see Fig. 5.20).
In this case, the qubit near the fth resonator had the mismatch between the designed α=69 % and tted α=59.6 % equal
to 9.4 %. In addition, we observed the strange resonance exactly
at the symmetry point of the qubit spectra, what prevented us
from measuring Rabi oscillations on this qubit. This parasitic
resonance can't be explained by the sample holder modes, as
we do not see it during the measurements of the hybrid qubits
on the sample #2.
At around 16.3 GHz (showed by the black dashed line in
Fig. 5.19) we observe a kind of avoided level crossing pattern,
which can be attributed to the interaction of the ux qubit
with an atomic two-level tunneling system (TLS), thoroughly
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5.4 Measurements of hybrid Al/Nb ux qubits with and
without π-junction, samples #2 and #3

16.8

16.4

16

66

74
70
flux bias current (μA)

Amplitude of microwave probe tone transmission
through the feed line, coupled to the λ/4 resonator, fr =11.461
GHz, with the hybrid 0-qubit, sample #3, resonator #5.
Figure 5.19:

investigated for phase qubits in [70, 71] and [72]. The atomicscale defects named TLS in Josephson tunnel barriers can have
dierent xed resonance frequencies. The coupling between the
qubit and TLSs leads to characteristic anticrossings in qubit
spectroscopy, what has been shown in [70] and what we most
probably see in Fig. 5.19.
For the hybrid qubit, situated near the rst resonator, we
surprisingly do not observe any mismatch in the designed and
tted α-factor. However, the contrast of the spectroscopy line
is very bad, mostly giving just a contour of the hyperbola. The
numerous resonances have unexplained nature, also not being
observed for the previously measured hybrid qubits.
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8

6

4
179

182
185
flux bias current (μA)

An amplitude of a microwave probe tone transmitted
through the feed line, coupled to the λ/4 resonator, fr =10.253 GHz,
sample #3, resonator #1. The inset shows the raw spectrum data.

Figure 5.20:

For this sample, a eld response of both qubits situated near
the rst resonator was measured as well (see Fig. 5.21).
The period of one of the peak families is again 18 % larger
than of the other one, what can support the idea of the larger
sensitivity of the ux qubit with the SFS mesa to the external
ux bias due to the additional inductance. The peaks of one
family are doubled, showing that the qubit gap is situated
lower than the resonator frequency, what was actually proven
by spectroscopy measurements (see Fig. 5.20 and Tab. 5.8).
The other pattern consists of single peaks, therefore the second
qubit should be situated above the resonator frequency. This
fact also brings us to the conclusion, that three times amplitude
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5.4 Measurements of hybrid Al/Nb ux qubits with and
without π-junction, samples #2 and #3
0-qubit

π-qubit

Amplitude response of a probe signal through the feed
line at a xed frequency of the λ/4 resonator ω = ωr = 10.253 GHz,
sample #3, resonator #1.
Figure 5.21:

dierence arises from the dierent detuning of qubits from the
resonator.
For this sample as well we have plotted the positions of peaks
as a function of magnetic ux (see Fig. 5.22).
In this case we see, that the intersection point is situated
between the peaks of both qubits. After an estimation of the
errors we obtained the position of the crossing point nc =
2, 42 ± 0.13 Φ0 having an oset from the peaks of both qubits
by ∆Φπ = 0.421±0.13. We believe, that in this case we observe
two 0-qubits. We explain the transition of π - to 0-junction by
too many fabrication cycles with baking of the sample up to
155 ◦ C. It is also known that some samples showed that SFS
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π qubit
0 qubit

Figure 5.22: The magnetic coil currents vs ux quanta.
The
horizontal axis is normalized to have the peaks of the π -qubit at
integer values of Φ/Φ0 , sample #3, resonator #1.

junctions can have a short due to technological imperfection
thus providing no π -junction behavior. This could also be an
option why we do not observe a π -shift for the sample #3.

5.5 Conclusion
In conclusion, we developed a fabrication process which allows to create a superconducting interface between Nb and
Al/AlOx /Al Josephson junctions. The process features precooling and Ar etching procedures in-situ before deposition
of Josephson junctions using a standard double-angle shadow
evaporation. This process can also be implemented for more
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Table 5.8:

device
type
period
Mq,coil
α-factor
∆estimated
∆measured

Characteristics of hybrid qubits sample #3.

1a
π
233
8.9
69
3.5
3.5

1b
0
199
10.4
69.4
3.2

2
π
201
10.3
69.8
3.0

3
π
9.5-401
51.7
70.2
2.7

5
0
506
2.4
70.6
2.5
16.2

6
0

71
2.3

unit

µA
pH
%
GHz
GHz

1. On the photo there was found a defect of the qubit near the third
resonator.
complex Nb/Al qubit circuits. Hybrid Al/Nb ux qubits containing π -junctions were fabricated using the developed approach.
We measured eld response of ten hybrid ux qubits with and
without SFS mesas and performed microwave spectroscopy of
ve of them. For two samples, #2 and #3, we observed
the eld response of two ux qubits (one with and another
without SFS mesa) coupled to the same λ/4 resonator. For the
sample #2, the magnetic eld shift between two periodic qubit
oscillation patterns measured at mK temperatures indicates
the expected π -junction phase bias in one of the ux qubit
loops. For the sample #3, we didn't observe any phase biasing
presumably due to a large number of technological cycles, which
may have caused the π → 0-junction transition by annealing.
The reported approach can be used for implementing a variety
of hybrid Nb/Al superconducting quantum circuits.
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This thesis presents fabrication and measurements of hybrid
Al/Nb ux qubits with SFS π -junctions. Such a qubit type is
a complex circuit, one part of which is a Nb wire containing
a π -junction, made by optical lithography and DC magnetron
sputtering. The other qubit part is aluminum with three
Josephson junctions, fabricated using electron-beam lithography and double-angle evaporation. These two parts are made
individually and need to be combined. Aluminum two-angle
evaporation is performed as the last step in a separate setup,
unavoidably exposing pre-fabricated Nb structures to air under which unwanted natural oxide NbOx is formed on the Nb
surface. The challenge we faced was to develop a fabrication
procedure combining the two technologies to achieve a transparent Nb/Al contact in hybrid ux qubit rings. This goal was
successfully achieved. The thesis gives a detailed description of
an Ar beam etching procedure preserving MMA/PMMA resist
stack as well as a Ge hard mask technique.
Using the employed approach, hybrid Nb/Al Josephson junctions and ux qubits with and without π -junctions were fabricated. The JJs were characterized at 300 mK in a four-point
measurement scheme yielding the targeted design parameters
for ux qubits, such as critical current, α-factor, capacitance,
etc.
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Hybrid ux qubits were fabricated near λ/4 resonators,
which, in turn, were capacitively coupled to the transmission line. The detailed design of hybrid structures is described
in Chap. 4. The qubit measurements were performed in the
dispersive regime. In this regime, the qubit couples inductively
to the resonator, causing a shift of its resonance frequency
depending on the qubit quantum state.
Two ux qubits, one with and another without a π -shifter,
were fabricated near the shorted end of one of the resonators.
We measured the dispersive magnetic eld response of these
two qubits, observing a magnetic ux Φ0 /2 shift between them
attributed to the π -junction. We also took spectroscopy data
of hybrid π - and 0-qubits, observing the dierence in spectral
line-width between them.
One of unsolved problems in the reported measurements remained very low quality factors of superconducting resonators.
Future improvements of the design should include the substitution of the Nb resonator material with aluminum, in order to
increase the resonator quality factor. This improvement might
give a possibility to directly measure the coherence times of the
hybrid ux qubits.
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Zusammenfassung und
Ausblick
In vorliegender Dissertation wurden die Fabrikation und Messungen an hybriden Al/Nb Flussqubits mit SFS π -Kontakten
vorgestellt. Solch ein Qubit-Typ ist eine komplexe Schaltung. Ein Teil davon besteht aus einem Nb-Draht, der einen
π -Kontakt enthält und mit optischer Lithographie und dem
DC Magnetron Kathodenzerstäubungsverfahren hergestellt ist.
Der andere Teil des Qubits besteht aus Aluminium und enthält
drei Josephson-Kontakte, hergestellt unter der Verwendung von
Elektronenstrahllithographie und eines Zweiwinkelverdampfungsverfahrens. Diese beiden Teile werden getrennt voneinander hergestellt und müssen kombiniert werden. Die AluminiumZweiwinkelaufdampfung ist der letzte Prozessschritt welcher
in einer separaten Anlage stattndet. Dabei werden zuvor
strukturierte Nb-Strukturen unvermeidlich der Luft ausgesetzt, wobei sich an deren Oberäche unerwünschtes natürliches
NbOx bildet. Eine der Herausforderung, die es zu meistern galt,
war die Entwicklung eines Herstellungsprozesses, welcher die
beiden Technologien verbindet, um einen elektronisch transparenten Nb/Al-Kontakt in hybriden Flussqubit-Ringen zu erzielen. Dieses Ziel wurde erfolgreich erreicht. Die Dissertation
liefert eine detaillierte Beschreibung des Ätzprozesses mit einem
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Ar-Strahl, welcher eine Anordnung von MMA/PMMA-Lacken
chemisch erhält, sowie einer Ge-Hartmaskentechnologie.
Unter Verwendung dieses Prozesses wurden hybride JosephsonKontakte aus Nb/Al mit und ohne π -Kontakte hergestellt. Die
Josephson-Kontakte wurden bei 300 mK mit einer VierpunktMessanordnung charakterisiert, womit die angestrebten Designwerte für die Flussqubits, wie kritischer Strom, α-Faktor,
Kapazität, usw., bestätigt wurden. Die hybriden Flussqubits
wurden in der Nachbarschaft von λ/4-Resonatoren angeordnet,
welche wiederum kapazitiv an eine Transmissionline gekoppelt
sind. Das Design der hybriden Strukturen ist in Kapitel 4
beschrieben. Die Qubit-Messungen wurden im dispersiven
Regime durchgeführt. In diesem Regime koppelt das Qubit
induktiv an den Resonator und verursacht eine Verschiebung
dessen Resonanzfrequenz, abhängig von dem Quantenzustand
des Qubits.
Zwei Flussqubits, eines mit und eines ohne π -Phasenschieber,
wurden in der Nähe des kurzgeschlossenen Endes eines der beiden Resonatoren angeordnet. Das dispersive Verhalten bei
Anlegen und Veränderung eines magnetischen Feldes dieser
beiden Qubits wurde gemessen, wobei sich eine relative Verschiebung des magnetischen Flusses um Φ0 /2 beobachten liess.
Dies wurde dem π -Kontakt zugeschrieben. Ausserdem wurden
Spektroskopiedaten von hybriden π - und 0-Qubits aufgenommen, wobei man den Unterschied ihrer spektralen Linienbreiten
beobachten konnte.
Eines der ungelösten Probleme in den dargelegten Messungen ist die sehr niedere Güte der supraleitenden Resonatoren.
Bei zukünftigen Verbesserungen des Designs sollte Nb als Resonatormaterial durch Aluminium ersetzt werden um die Güte
des Resonators zu erhöhen. Diese Verbesserung könnte es er-
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möglichen die Kohärenzzeiten der hybriden Flussqubits direkt
zu messen.
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